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Abstract
Based on the brane world models, where the matters and the forces except the grav-
ity are assumed to be trapped on the brane embedding in the higher-dimensional bulk
spacetime, it is possible that the spacetime has the spatial extra dimensions with the
sub-millimeter scale. If our universe is such brane world, it is expected that the higher-
dimensional mini-black holes are produced in accelerators.
In this paper, we consider the five-dimensional black holes for clarifying the physi-
cal properties of higher dimensional black holes as the first step. In the five-dimensional
spacetime, we impose the asymptotic flatness to the four-dimensional part of the space-
time. While there are various possibilities of the structures of total spacetime with the
extra dimension.
The five-dimensional black hole solutions have more interesting properties than the
four-dimensional ones. For example, there exist black hole solutions with the dierent
horizon topologies, i.e., the S3 horizons and the lens space L(n; 1) = S3=Zn horizons.
These dierences of the horizon topologies are related to the asymptotic structure of the
spacetime.
To discuss these dierences, we construct new charged rotating multi-black hole solu-
tions on the Eguchi-Hanson space in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell system with
a Chern-Simons term and a positive cosmological constant. In the two-black holes case,
these solutions describe the coalescence of two rotating black holes with the horizon
topologies of S3 into a single rotating black hole with the horizon topology of the lens
space S3=Z2. We compare our solutions with the two-centered Klemm-Sabra solutions
which describe the coalescence of two rotating black holes with the horizon topologies
of S3 into a single rotating black hole with the horizon topology of S3. The dierence of
horizon areas of the final black hole after the coalescence between two cases suggests that
we can distinguish asymptotic structures of the higher dimensional spacetime.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Higher-dimensional Spacetimes
1.1.1 Motivations
We live in the four-dimensional spacetime, i.e., we always recognize only three spatial
dimensions and one temporal dimension. Moreover, there is no experimental necessity
to consider the higher-dimensional spacetime because almost all physical phenomena are
described completely by the theories in the four-dimensional spacetime.
However, based on the four-dimensional spacetime background, it seems hard to con-
struct the unified theories of four fundamental forces with no contradiction to the quantum
theory. So the idea that the spacetime have extra dimensions is proposed. For example,
the superstring theories, which are the candidates of such unified theories, are considered
in the higher-dimensional spacetimes. If our living world is really the higher-dimensional
spacetime, we expect that the eects of extra dimensions will appear in the high energy
phenomena which are not verified until now. Further, we can expect that these eects will
appear clearly in the very strong gravitational phenomena, such as black holes.
Thus we focus on the higher-dimensional black holes in this paper. Here, if one con-
siders such higher-dimensional black hole spacetimes as realistic models residing in our
living world, these black holes must be reduced to the eectively four-dimensional ones in
the asymptotic low energy region, where we verify most physical phenomena experimen-
tally. For example, we can regard the Kaluza-Klein black hole solutions as one of such
spacetime models. As explained in the section 3, the five-dimensional squashed Kaluza-
Klein black hole spacetime [1] is fully five-dimensional in the vicinity of the black hole
but eectively four-dimensional with a compact extra dimension in the asymptotic region.
1.1.2 Dimensional Reductions of Higher-dimensional Spacetimes
If we really are living in the higher-dimensional spacetime, why cannot we recognize the
spatially extra dimensional directions ? Until now, two ideas have been proposed to answer
this question.
One was proposed by Kaluza and Klein [2, 3]. They argued that, when the extra di-
mensions are compactified very small, we cannot recognize the extra dimensions because
we need very large energy to excite the motions to the extra dimensional directions in
the quantum mechanics. We explain this idea shortly as follows. For simplicity, we con-
sider the four-dimensional flat Minkowski spacetime with a compact extra dimension. The
metric is given by
ds2 =  dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 + d2: (1.1)
Here,  denotes the extra direction with the periodic range 0    2L and L =const. In
other words, the size of extra dimension is 2L. We consider the motions of a test particle
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in the quantum mechanics described by the Schro¨dinger equation in this five-dimensional
spacetime (1.1). We do the separation of variables for each degree of freedom, then the
equation for the -direction becomes as
  ~
2
2m
@2
@2
 = E ; (1.2)
where m denotes the mass of a test particle. Further, we impose the periodic boundary
condition for -direction, then the energy eigenvalue takes the form of
E =
n2~2
2mL2
; (1.3)
where n = 0; 1; 2;    . We see that if L is very small, the very high energy should be
required to excite the first excited state, so the low-energy phenomena cannot excite the
motions along  direction. In other words, we cannot recognize the existence of extra
dimensions in the low energy phenomena. From the current TeV energy scale accelerator
experiments, L is estimated at a very small value, 10 17 cm. In other words, there is no
contradiction with the current observations if the size of extra dimension becomes smaller
than this value.
Another is the brane world models [4–6]. These models describe that we live on
the brane, which has the three-dimensional spatial dimensions, embedding in the higher-
dimensional bulk spacetime. In these brane world models, the matters and the forces
except the gravity are assumed to be trapped on the brane, then we cannot recognize the
extra dimensional directions. There is no restriction for the size of the extra dimension
from the accelerator experiments. The restriction of the extra dimension size becomes a
sub-millimeter scale which comes from the confirmation of the inverse square law of grav-
itation. One of the reason of the recently attentions of these brane world models is the the
possibility of experimental verification of these models. For example, it is expected that
the higher-dimensional mini-black holes are produced in the accelerator by the head-on
collision of protons [7].
1.1.3 Creations of Mini-Black Holes in Accelerator
A black hole is a region where even the light cannot be escape. The size of black hole,
namely, the Schwarzschild radius rg, is almost equal to the place where the escape velocity
of a test particle becomes the speed of light in the classical Newton mechanics. In other
words, at the Schwarzschild radius, the gravitational potential becomes equal to the kinetic
energy of the particle moving with the speed of light.
By the way, why cannot we regard the elementary particles as the mini-black holes ?
Because the elementary particles are not point particles, but have the quantum mechani-
cal spreads given by the Compton wavelength, rComp = 2~=(mc), with the range larger
than its Schwarzschild radius, rSch = 2G4m=c2, where G4 denotes the four-dimensional
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gravitational constant. 1 The condition for a particle becoming a black hole is given by
rComp  rSch, i.e., mc2  EP,4 =
p
~c5=G4 ' 1019 GeV, where EP,4 is called the Plank
energy and denotes the fundamental energy scale of the four-dimensional spacetime. For
example, the Compton wavelength and the Schwarzschild radius for a single proton with
(energy) ' 1 GeV are given by rComp ' 10 13 cm and rSch ' 10 52 cm, respectively. So, a
single elementary particle cannot become a mini-black hole by using any method. That is,
if our living world is the four-dimensional spacetime, no black hole is produced since its
Schwarzschild radius becomes smaller than the quantum uncertainness.
However, based on the brane world scenario, the Schwarzschild radius would become
larger than the quantum uncertainness. In the D-dimensional spacetime (D  4), the D-
dimensional gravitational constant is given by GD = LD 4G4, where a constant L denotes
a typical size of the extra dimension. By using constants ~; c and GD, we derive the
Plank energy EP,D of the D-dimensional spacetime as EP,D =

~D 3cD+1
.
GD
1=(D 2)
. Thus
a size of the extra dimension is denoted by L = ~c

E 2P,4
.
E D 2P,D
1=(D 4)
. Here, until
now, the inverse square law of gravitation is confirmed with the distance about the sub-
millimeter scale [8]. This means that, in the D-dimensional spacetime, if the size of the
spatially extra dimension is smaller than 0:1 mm, we cannot distinguish the behavior of
gravity. If EP,D takes a TeV scale such as in the accelerator and the spacetime has two
extra dimensions, D = 6, the size of the extra dimension would take a value L ' 0:1 mm.
So, this result is consistent with the gravitational experiments done until now. In such
D-dimensional spacetime, the Schwarzschild radius is given by rSch '

GDm/ c2
1=(D 3)
= 
~c/ EP,D
  mc2. EP,D1=(D 3). Now a condition for the existence of mini-black holes,
rComp  rSch, becomes as mc2  EP,D. If EP,D takes a TeV scale as before, a particle with
(energy)  TeV ' (proton mass)  103 will become a black hole. We can make such
particles by colliding elementary particles, that is, we can concentrate a lot of elementary
particles within the region smaller than its Schwarzschild radius in the accelerator. For
example, the protons will do head-on collisions with a center of mass energy of 14 TeV in
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the CERN, i.e., it suggests possibility of producing
mini-black holes in the accelerator. Thus, if we live in the higher-dimensional spacetime
as described by the brane world model, there exist mini-black holes in the LHC.
We summarize above discussions and have the following things to say; Higher di-
mensional black objects have been attracting renewed interest. One of the reasons is that
higher dimensional rotating mini-black holes would be produced by the collision of pro-
tons in the LHC in the brane world scenarios. It would be possible that one detect the
Hawking radiation from these black holes [7, 9–12]. Once such black hole productions
occur, we could expect some of formed rotating black holes to coalesce. These physical
phenomena are expected to give us new informations on the extra dimensions. Hence,
1The Compton wavelength can be contrasted with the de Broglie wavelength, rde Broglie = 2~=(mv),
which depends on the speed of a particle v and determines the cuto between the particle and the wave
behaviors in the quantum mechanics.
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the discovery of new higher dimensional black hole solutions would play a crucial role in
opening a window to extra dimensions.
1.2 Various types of Five-dimensional Black Hole Solutions
1.2.1 Single Black Hole Solutions
Higher-dimensional black hole solutions have more interesting properties than the four-
dimensional ones. For instance, in the five-dimensional Einstein theory, there are two
types of stationary rotating black hole solutions with the dierent horizon topologies,
i.e., S3 [13] and S2  S1 horizons [14–16]. Both of the solutions asymptote to the five-
dimensional Minkowski spacetime at the infinity. Furthermore, a lot of asymptotically
flat supersymmetric black object solutions have been found by various authors. Brecken-
ridge, Myers, Peet and Vafa (BMPV) found the supersymmetric black hole solutions [17]
and the supersymmetric black ring solutions were also found [18] in the five-dimensional
N = 1 supergravity theory which is one of eective theories of the superstring theory and
contains the five-dimensional Maxwell field with a Chern-Simons term [19].
Most authors have considered mainly asymptotically flat and stationary higher dimen-
sional black hole solutions since they would be idealized models if such black holes are
small enough for us to neglect the tension of a brane or eects of compactness of extra
dimensions. However, if not so, we should consider the higher dimensional spacetimes
which have another asymptotic structures. Therefore, it is also important to study black
hole solutions with a wide class of asymptotic structures. Recently, black object solutions
with non-trivial asymptotic structures have been studied by various authors. For example,
Kaluza-Klein black hole solutions with squashed S3 horizons [1, 20–24] asymptote to the
three-dimensional flat space with a compact twisted S1 fiber at the infinity. The black ring
solutions with the same asymptotic structures [25–27] were also found.
1.2.2 Multi-Black Hole Solutions
It is well known that the Majumdar-Papapetrou solution [28] describe an arbitrary num-
ber of extremely charged static black holes in four-dimensions. The construction of the
solution is possible because of a force balance between the gravitational and Coulomb
forces. These solutions have been extended to multi-black holes in arbitrary higher dimen-
sions [29], and to multi-black p-branes [30]. These multi-black objects are constructed on
the Euclid space which is transverse to the objects. The metric and the gauge potential
one-form are given by a solution of the Laplace equation in the Euclid space with point
sources.
It is possible to construct black hole solutions by using the four-dimensional Euclidean
self-dual Taub-NUT space [1, 26, 31, 32] instead of the Euclid space. The black hole
solutions on the Taub-NUT space have S3 horizons and have an asymptotic structure of the
four-dimensional locally flat spacetime with a twisted S1 [33]. Such black hole solutions
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associated with a compact dimension, so-called Kaluza-Klein black holes, are interesting
because the solutions would connect the higher-dimensional spacetime with the usual four-
dimensional world.
Actually, if the Euclid space is replaced with any Ricci flat space, one can obtain
solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell equations by use of a harmonic function on the base
space. Indeed, since the Laplace equation is linear, one can construct solutions describing
multi-object by superposition of harmonic functions with a point source. However, it
should be clarified whether the objects are really black holes, i.e., all singularities are
hidden behind horizons.
Though the Kaluza-Klein multi-black hole space-time [33] belongs to the five-dimensional
Majumdar-Papapetrou class, the four-dimensional base space becomes the Gibbons-Hawking
multi-instanton space rather than the usual flat space. The spatial cross section of each
black hole can be dieomorphic to the various lens spaces L(n; 1) = S3=Zn (n: natural
number) in addition to S3.
Ida et.al. consider the eect of the cosmological constant on the multi-black hole on
the Gibbons-Hawking base space in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory and
investigate the global structure of this cosmological space-time [34]. The solution in con-
sideration is reduced to the Kaluza-Klein multi-black hole solution [33] by taking the limit
of zero cosmological constant, which is contained within supersymmetric solutions clas-
sified by Gauntlett et.al. [31]. It is found that, unlike the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole in
the de Sitter background, the space-time becomes dynamical even in the single black hole
case.
In addition, Ishihara et.al. consider a pair of static black holes on the Eguchi-Hanson
space [35]. This black object solution has the spatial infinity with the topological structure
of a lens space L(2; 1) = S3=Z2. It was also found that the supersymmetric black ring
solutions on the Eguchi-Hanson base space as solutions of the five-dimensional minimal
supergravity [36]. The black ring solutions have the same two angular momentum compo-
nents and the asymptotic structure on timeslices is the asymptotically locally Euclidean,
i.e., a lens space L(2; 1) = S3=Z2. The S1-direction of the black ring is along the equator
on a S2-bolt on the Eguchi-Hanson space.
1.3 Coalescence of Multi-Black Holes
1.3.1 Comparing between Flat and Eguchi-Hanson Space
In order to verify the existence of the extra dimensions, we need to know the properties of
higher dimensional spacetimes and observe the physical phenomena caused by the eect
of the extra dimensions. The phenomena would depend on the asymptotic structure of
the spacetime including the extra dimensions. As an example, we will investigate how to
the coalescence of five-dimensional two black holes depends on the asymptotic structure
of the spacetime. It is important to get some informations of the extra dimensions from
higher dimensional black holes in our eective spacetime.
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Here, we compare five-dimensional static and vacuum asymptotically Euclidean black
holes, i.e., Schwarzschild black holes, with asymptotically locally Euclidean black holes
which has the spatial infinity with the topology of a lens space L(2; 1) = S3=Z2. The metric
of an asymptotically locally Euclidean black hole is given by
ds2 =  
0BBBB@1   r2g
r2
1CCCCA dt2 + 0BBBB@1   r2g
r2
1CCCCA 1 dr2 + r2d
2S3/Z2 ; (1.4)
where rg is a constant, and the metric of the S3 in the Schwarzschild spacetime is replaced
by the metric of the lens space, which has the locally same geometry as S3.
The ADM mass of the asymptotically locally Euclidean black hole (1.4) is half of the
mass of the Schwarzschild black hole with the same rg. It means that the area of horizon
of the asymptotically locally Euclidean black hole is
p
2 times that of the Schwarzschild
black hole with the same ADM mass. This fact would cause the dierence of the coales-
cence process of higher dimensional black holes with a non-trivial asymptotic structure.
To observe this, we compare the asymptotically locally Euclidean multi-black hole
solutions constructed on the Eguchi-Hanson space with the five-dimensional version of the
Majumdar-Papapetrou solutions [29], which has the asymptotically Euclidean structure.
We prepare a pair of black holes with the same mass and area of S3-horizons in both
asymptotically locally Euclidean and asymptotically Euclidean solutions. If the black
holes with the S3 topology coalescence into a single black holes, it would be natural that
the resultant black hole has the S3-horizon in the asymptotically Euclidean case while
the L(2; 1)-horizon in the asymptotically locally Euclidean case, because there are closed
surfaces with the S3 topology surrounding two black holes in the asymptotically Euclidean
case, while the L(2; 1) topology in the asymptotically locally Euclidean case. If we assume
the total mass of black holes is conserved through the whole process, the area of the
final black hole in the asymptotically locally Euclidean case is larger than that in the
asymptotically Euclidean case.
1.3.2 Coalescence of Multi-Black Holes on Flat and Eguchi-Hanson Space
There are some dynamical black hole solutions in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell
theory with a positive cosmological constant. Kastor and Traschen [37] found the four-
dimensional cosmological multi-black hole solutions which describe the coalescence of
charged non-rotating black holes by virtue of the positive cosmological constant [37–40].
The Kastor-Traschen solution describes the multi-black hole configuration in the de Sitter
background. In particular, it realizes the analytic description of the black hole collisions.
This implies that the Kastor-Traschen solution in general describes dynamical space-times
in the sense that there are no time-like Killing vector field. Nevertheless, it becomes static
in the single black hole case, where it coincides with the extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m-
de Sitter space. London generalized the Kastor-Traschen solutions to higher dimensional
ones [41], which describe the coalescence process such that the arbitrary number of non-
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rotating black holes with the spherical topology coalesce into a single non-rotating black
hole with the spherical topology.
There also exist the dierent type of black hole solutions in the five-dimensional
Einstein-Maxwell theory with a positive cosmological constant. As shown in Ref. [42,43],
though the five-dimensional Kastor-Traschen solutions [41] and the non-rotating multi-
black hole solutions on the Eguchi-Hanson space [42, 43] describe the coalescence pro-
cesses of black holes by virtue of the existence of the positive cosmological constant,
the coalescence processes are essentially dierent in the following point. In the five-
dimensional Kastor-Traschen solutions, two black holes with the S3 horizon coalesce
into a single black hole with the S3 horizon, while in the solutions in Ref. [42, 43], two
black holes with the S3 horizon coalesce and convert into a single black hole with the
L(2; 1) = S3=Z2 horizon on the Eguchi-Hanson space. Such dierence arises from the
dierence in the asymptotic structure between both solutions.
Klemm and Sabra generalized the BMPV solutions [17] to the cosmological multi-
black hole solutions [44]. The Klemm-Sabra solutions are also regarded as the general-
ization of the five-dimensional Kastor-Traschen solutions [41] to rotating solutions. As
seen later, these solutions describe the coalescence of charged rotating multi-black holes
with the S3 horizon into a single rotating black hole with the S3 horizon on the flat space.
Similarly, Matsuno et.al. generalize the non-rotating multi-black hole solutions on the
Eguchi-Hanson space in Ref. [42,43] to rotating multi-black hole solutions as the solutions
in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory with a Chern-Simon term and a positive
cosmological constant [45]. As seen later, these solutions describe the coalescence of two
rotating black holes with the S3 horizon on the Eguchi-Hanson space. It is also clarified
how the dierence in the asymptotic structure between Matsuno et.al.’s solutions [45] and
the Klemm-Sabra solutions [44] reflects the dierence in the coalescence of black holes.
Even if the dynamical properties of such solutions are driven by the eect of a positive
cosmological constant, the discoveries of such black hole solutions are important since
it is dicult to find exact dynamical black hole solutions in theories without a positive
cosmological constant, and no one has ever succeeded in it as far as we know. These black
hole solutions are expected that they give us the information of dynamical black holes in
asymptotically flat spacetimes and asymptotically locally Euclidean spacetimes in the case
of the suciently small cosmological constant.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section 2, we review some five-
dimensional black hole solutions, including charged static black hole solutions found by
Tangherlini [46] and extremely charged stationary rotating black hole solutions with a de-
generated horizon found by Breckenridge, Myers, Peet and Vafa (BMPV) [17]. In the
section 3, we study the physical properties of charged static Kaluza-Klein black hole so-
lutions with squashed S 3 horizons [1], which correspond to one of the deformed gener-
alizations of the Tangherlini solutions. When the charge of the squashed Kaluza-Klein
black hole discussed in the section 3 satisfies the extreme condition, the single black hole
solutions can be generalized to the multi-black hole solutions constructed on the multi-
centered-Taub-NUT base space [33]. We discuss the properties of the solutions including
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the arbitrary of the horizon topology of each black hole in the section 4. In addition, it is
also possible to obtain cosmological non-rotating multi-black holes on the multi-centered-
Taub-NUT space [34]. In the section 5, we study properties of these cosmological so-
lutions in a single black hole case, which represents a dynamical black hole. We study
physical properties of static multi-black hole solutions constructed on the Eguchi-Hanson
base space [35] in the section 6. We review the coalescence of non-rotating black holes
on the Eguchi-Hanson space [42] with the change of horizon topologies from S3 to S3=Z2
in the section 7. In the section 8, we consider coalescing processes of rotating black holes
on the Eguchi-Hanson space [45] and compare obtained results with those in the previous
sections. Finally, we give the summary and some discussions in the section 9.
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2 Review of Five-dimensional Black Hole Solutions
2.1 Charged Rotating Black Holes with Two-independent Angular
Momenta and Cosmological Constant
2.1.1 Solutions
We consider the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell system with a Chern-Simons term and
a cosmological constant. The action is given by
S = 1
16G5
Z
d5x
p g
"
R   FF + 2
3
p
3
p g 1 AFF   4# ; (2.1)
where R is the five dimensional scalar curvature, F = d A is the 2-form of the five-
dimensional gauge field associated with the gauge potential 1-form A and G5 is the five-
dimensional Newton constant. The action (2.1) with  < 0 is the bosonic part of the
minimal gauged supersymmetric five-dimensional supergravity theory without vector mul-
tiplets [19].
Following this action (2.1), we can derive the Einstein equation with the cosmological
constant 
R   12Rg + 2g = 2
 
FF   
1
4
gFF
!
; (2.2)
and the Maxwell equation
F; +
1
2
p
3
p g 1 FF = 0: (2.3)
We start the discussions from one of the exact solutions derived by Chong, Cvetic, Lu
and Pope [47]. The form of the metric and the gauge potential one-forms are given by
ds2 =  

h
1 + g2r2

2dt + 2q
i
dt
ab2
+
f
4
 

ab
dt   !
!2
+
2r2
˜r
dr2
+
2

d2 + 2q!
2
+
r2 + a2
a
sin2 d2 + r
2 + b2
b
cos2 d	2; (2.4)
A =
p
3q
2
 

ab
dt   !
!
; (2.5)
where
a = 1   a2g2; (2.6)
b = 1   b2g2; (2.7)
2 = r2 + a2 cos2  + b2 sin2 ; (2.8)
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˜r =

r2 + a2
 
r2 + b2
 
1 + g2r2

+ q2   2abq   2mr2; (2.9)
 = 1   g2

a2 cos2  + b2 sin2 

; (2.10)
f = 22

m   abqg2

  q2; (2.11)
 =  b sin2 d + a cos2 d	; (2.12)
! =
a
a
sin2 d   b
b
cos2 d	: (2.13)
The ranges of the coordinates (t; r; ; ; 	) are
 1 < t < 1; 0  r < 1; 0    =2; 0    2; 0  	  2; (2.14)
without the loss of generality. The solution (2.4) is specified by five kinds of parameters,
i.e., m; q; a; b and g. These parameters are related to the mass M, the charge Q, the
angular momenta J and the cosmological constant , respectively.
For later convenience, we write down the non-zero components of the metric (2.4) as
follows
gtt =  

g2r2 + 1


ab
+

2m2   q2   2abg22q

2

42a
2
b
; (2.15)
gt =  

h
 b

a2g2 + 1

q2 + a

2m2   q2
i
sin2 
42ab
; (2.16)
gt	 =  

h
a

b2g2 + 1

q2   b

2m2   q2
i
cos2 
4a
2
b
; (2.17)
grr =
2r2
˜r
; (2.18)
g =
2

; (2.19)
g =
a
h
 2bq2 + a

2m2   q2
i
sin4 
42a
+

a2 + r2

sin2 
a
; (2.20)
g		 =
 b
h
2aq2   b

2m2   q2
i
cos4 
42b
+

b2 + r2

cos2 
b
; (2.21)
g	 =
h
a2 + b2

q2   ab

2m2   q2
i
cos2  sin2 
4ab
: (2.22)
From these expression of the metric components, we also obtain the components of
the inverse metric g as [48]
2gtt =  

a2 + b2
 
2mr2   q2

˜r
 

r2 + a2
 
r2 + b2
 h
r2
n
1   g2

a2 + b2
o
  a2b2g2
i
˜r
14
  2ma
2b2
˜r
+
2abqr2
˜r
  a
2 cos2 a + b2 sin2 b

; (2.23)
2gt =
aq2  
h
2ma   bq

1 + a2g2
i 
r2 + b2

˜r
; (2.24)
2gt	 =
 bq2 +
h
2mb   aq

1 + b2g2
i 
r2 + a2

˜r
; (2.25)
2grr =
˜r
r2
; (2.26)
2g =; (2.27)
2g =
a2g2q2
˜r
+
a
sin2 
+
a
˜r

1 + g2r2
 
r2 + b2
 
b2   a2

  2m
˜r

a2g2r2 + b2

+
2abq
b ˜r
h
bg2

r2   a2

  b4g4 + 1
i
; (2.28)
2g		 =
b2g2q2
˜r
+
b
cos2 
+
b
˜r

1 + g2r2
 
r2 + a2
 
a2   b2

  2m
˜r

b2g2r2 + a2

+
2abq
a ˜r
h
ag2

r2   b2

  a4g4 + 1
i
; (2.29)
2g	 =
 abg2q2 +

1 + g2r2
 h
2mab  

a2 + b2

q
i
˜r
: (2.30)
The determinant of the metric (2.4) is given by
p detg = r2 sin cos
ab
; (2.31)
which is independent of the charge parameter q.
2.1.2 Physical Properties
This solution (2.4) has a curvature singularity at the set of (r; ) =const. surface which
satisfy  = 0. Thus, the shape of this curvature singularity is an S 3 sphere, rather than a
point.
The solution (2.4) asymptotes to the five-dimensional anti-de Sitter spacetime at r !
1 with the form of the metric
ds2 =  


1 + g2r2
 
1   a2g2  1   b2g2dt2 + 2r2 r2 + a2  r2 + b2  1 + g2r2dr2
+
2

d2 + r
2 + a2 
1   a2g2 sin2 d2 + r2 + b2 1   b2g2 cos2 d	2; (2.32)
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where
2 = r2 + a2 cos2  + b2 sin2 ; (2.33)
 = 1   g2

a2 cos2  + b2 sin2 

: (2.34)
By using the new coordinates such as
y2 sin2 ˆ = r
2 + a2
a
sin2 ; (2.35)
y2 cos2 ˆ =
r2 + b2
b
cos2 ; (2.36)
one can obtain the asymptotic form of the metric (2.4) in the familiar form,
ds2 '  

1 + g2y2

dt2 +

1 + g2y2
 1
dy2 + y2d
2S 3 ; (2.37)
where
d
2S 3 = d ˆ
2 + sin2 ˆd2 + cos2 ˆd	2 (2.38)
denotes the metric form of an unit S 3. Note, in the case a = b, one can derive this
asymptotic form of the metric (2.37) from the metric (2.4) without above coordinate trans-
formation (2.35) and (2.36).
It is clear that the metric (2.4) admits three Killing vector fields, namely,
(t) =
@
@t
; () =
@
@
; (	) =
@
@	
; (2.39)
which reflect the stationary and the bi-azimuthal symmetries of the spacetime (2.4).
We can introduce a family of locally non-rotating observers that move on the orbits
with r;  =const. Five velocities of such observers are given by
u = u (r; ) = C (t) + 
() + 
	(	) ; (2.40)
where the parameter C is fixed by the normalization condition uu =  1 [49]. We require
that
u  () = 0; u  (	) = 0; (2.41)
that is,
gt + g
 + g	
	 = 0; (2.42)
gt	 + g	
 + g		
	 = 0: (2.43)
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These equations determine the coordinate angular velocities of the observers, 
 and

	, which are give by

 =
gt	g	   gtg		
gg		   g2	
; (2.44)

	 =
gtg	   gt	g
gg		   g2	
: (2.45)
We see that the linear combination of the Killing vector fields (2.39) such as
 =
@
@t
+ 
H
@
@
+ 
H	
@
@	
(2.46)
describes the isometry properties of the horizon geometry, i.e., and (2.46) becomes null at
r = r+, which satisfies the relation
˜r (r+) = 0; (2.47)
and tangents to the null surface r = r+. Thus, the null surface r = r+ describes the outer
Killing horizon. Since the equation (2.47) is the cubic equation in the variable r2+ and
the form of r+ is representable but complicated, we will not give the expression of r+
explicitly. But, as seen later, we will denote the explicit form of the horizon for some of
the limit cases of this solution (2.4).
The equation ˜r = 0 is the cubic equation in the variable r2 and have three positive
roots for r2. Further, the outer horizon r+ corresponds to the largest root of ˜r. So we must
focus on the region of parameters (m; q; a; b; g) to obtain such roots of ˜r

r2

, that is,
the conditions
˜r(0) < 0; (2.48)
@r2 ˜r = 0 has two positive real roots, r2 = r1; r2; (2.49)
˜r (r1) ˜r (r2) < 0; (2.50)
@r2 ˜r (r+)  0; (2.51)
are required. We can easily write down the conditions (2.48) and (2.49) as the conditions
for the parameters given by
q(2ab   q) > a2b2 > 0; (2.52)
6m  

a2 + b2

+ g2

a4 + b4   a2b2

> 0; (2.53)
but the conditions (2.50) and (2.51) take very complicated forms.
This spacetime (2.4) has a ergo region where the timelike Killing vector field (t) =
@=@t becomes spacelike. The ergo surface rErgo, which is the boundary of the ergo region,
is defined by the behavior of the norm of @=@t, where the relation
gtt

rErgo

= 0 (2.54)
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holds. From (2.47) and (2.54), we see that this surface r = rErgo is not degenerate to the
outer horizon r = r+ generally. However, as seen later, these two surfaces are coincident
in the supersymmetric BPS black hole (BMPV solution) limit.
In general, since there exists a possibility that the spacelike Killing vector fields () =
@=@ and (	) = @=@	, which represent angular translations and have periodic condi-
tion, become timelike, this rotating solution (2.4) possesses closed timelike curves (CTCs)
which derive causal violations of the spacetime. So we focus on the conditions for the ab-
sence of CTCs outside the black hole horizon r+. These CTCs occur if and only if the two
dimensional (; 	) part of the metric (2.4), namely, g2d has a negative eigenvalue. We
must check the condition g		 > 0 and detg2d = gg		   g2	 > 0, that is, we require
g		(r) > 0; g(r)  
g2
	
(r)
g		(r) > 0; (2.55)
for r > r+ > 0 by choosing suitable parameters. In the asymptotic region r ! 1, the
above metric components (2.55) become as
g		 '

b2 + r2

cos2  
1   b2g2 > 0; (2.56)
g  
g2
	
g		
'

a2 + r2

sin2  
1   a2g2 > 0; (2.57)
for the conditions
1 > a2g2; 1 > b2g2; (2.58)
hold. However, in the near horizon region r ' r+, these components (2.55) take very
complicated forms, because even r+ = r+ (m; q; a; b; g) is represented as the complex
function specified by the five parameters (m; q; a; b; g). So we require the region of
parameters such that the conditions
g		(r+) > 0; g(r+)  
g2
	
(r+)
g		(r+) > 0; (2.59)
are satisfied.
Thus, in general, when the conditions (2.48)-(2.51) and (2.55) are all satisfied, we can
obtain the regular rotating black hole solution (2.4) with no CTC outside the black hole
horizon.
2.1.3 Physical Quantities
The induced metric on the spatial cross section of the outer horizon r+ is derived from the
metric (2.4) with the condition t =const. and r = r+ =const. From the expression of the
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induced metric, we obtain the area of the outer horizon r+ as
AHorizon =
22
h
r2+ + a
2
 
r2+ + b2

  abq
i
abr+
: (2.60)
From (2.44) and (2.45), we obtain 
Hi (i = ; 	) which denote the angular velocities
on the outer horizon r+ in the two independent orthogonal two-planes of the rotation with
the forms

H =
a

r2+ + b2
 
1 + g2r2+

  bq
r2+ + a
2
 
r2+ + b2

  abq
; (2.61)

H	 =
 b

r2+ + a
2
 
1 + g2r2+

+ aq
r2+ + a
2
 
r2+ + b2

  abq
: (2.62)
On the other hand, the angular momenta of this black hole spacetime (2.4) are evalu-
ated from the Komar integrals
Ji =
1
16G5
Z
S 3
dS r(i) (i = ; 	) (2.63)
by using the spacelike Killing vector fields, () = @=@ and (	) = @=@	 (which are
normalized to 2), and the integral is estimated far region from the black hole. From this
expression, we obtain the angular momenta as
J =

h
2am   bq

1 + a2g2
i
4G52ab
; (2.64)
J	 =
 
h
2bm   aq

1 + b2g2
i
4G5a2b
: (2.65)
We also obtain the electric charge of this black hole spacetime (2.4) from the Gaussian
integral
Q = 1
16G5
Z
S 3
 
F   1p
3
F ^ A
!
; (2.66)
so the electric charge is given by
Q =
p
3q
4G5ab
: (2.67)
When we calculate the mass of this black hole spacetime (2.4) by using the Komar
integral
M =   332G5
Z
S 3
dS r(t) (2.68)
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(by using the timelike Killing vector field (t) = @=@t) as same as the calculation of the an-
gular momenta, we must pay attention to obtain finite result in the Komar integral method,
that is, the divergence term must be removed by background subtraction. We choose such
background spacetime as (2.32), then we obtain the form of the mass as
M =
m (2a + 2b   ab)   2abqg2 (a + b)
4G52a2b
: (2.69)
2.2 Tangherlini Solutions
In the following three sections, we discuss the three kinds of black hole solutions as the
limits of the solution (2.4). These solutions are related to the later discussions of the
coalescence of rotating black holes.
First, when the parameter a; b; g ! 0 then the metric (2.4) and the gauge potential
one-form (2.5) are reduce to the forms of
ds2 =  
 
1   2m
r2
+
q2
r4
!
dt2 +
 
1   2m
r2
+
q2
r4
! 1
dr2 + r2d
2S 3 ; (2.70)
A =
p
3q
r2
dt; (2.71)
where
d
2S 3 = d
2 + sin2 d2 + cos2 d	2; (2.72)
denotes a metric form of the unit S 3. This solution (2.70) is specified by two parame-
ters, the mass parameter m and the charge parameter q. The form of this solution (2.70)
was first derived by Tangherlini [46]. This is the five-dimensional generalization of the
four-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole solution which describes an electrically
charged static black hole.
The spacetime described by the metric (2.70) is static and shrinks to a point at r = 0
where a timelike curvature singularity exists. The solution (2.70) asymptotes to the five-
dimensional flat Minkowski spacetime, which described by the form of the metric
ds2 =  dt2 + dr2 + r2d
2S 3 ; (2.73)
at the spatial infinity r ! 1.
There are the outer and inner black hole horizons r given by
r2 = m 
p
m2   q2; (2.74)
where the metric components behave as gtt ! 0 and grr ! 1 but g; g; g		 remain
finite. Shapes of horizons r are a round S 3 with no deformation. To obtain the regular
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black hole, we see that from (2.74), the parameters m and q must satisfy the relations such
as
m > 0; m > q: (2.75)
By using the Komar integral method, the mass M and the charge Q estimated at the
spatial infinity are given by
M =
3m
8G5
AS 3 ; Q =
p
3q
8G5
AS 3 ; (2.76)
where AS 3 = 22 denotes the area of the unit S 3.
We see that from (2.74), when the parameters hold the relation m = q, equivalently,
the mass and the charge satisfy the BPS condition, M =
p
3Q, two of the horizons are
degenerate r+ = r  =
pq.
Here, we shortly discuss about the expressions of the three-sphere S 3. By introducing
the Euler angles of SU(2) isometry group (; ;  ) related to the angular coordinates
(; ; 	) as
 = 2;  = 	   ;  = 	 + ; (2.77)
with the ranges
0    ; 0    2; 0    4; (2.78)
we can rewrite the metric form of the unit S 3 (2.72) as
d
2S 3 =
1
4

d2 + d2 + d 2 + 2 cos dd 

=
1
4
h
d
2S 2 + (d + cos d)2
i
; (2.79)
where
d
2S 2 = d
2 + sin2 d2; (2.80)
denotes the metric form of the unit S 2.
From the expression (2.79), we can regard an S 3 as the Hopf bundle structure, i.e., a
twisted S 1 fiber bundle over an S 2 base space, where (d + cos d)2 and d
2S 2 in (2.79)
correspond to a twisted fiber and a base space, respectively. We can also introduce the set
of left-invariant one-forms by using the Euler angles (; ;  ) as
1 =   sin d + sin  cos d; (2.81)
2 = cos d + sin  sin d; (2.82)
3 = d + cos d; (2.83)
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which satisfy the relation
di = 1
2
Cijk j ^ k with C123 = C231 = C312 = 1 and Cijk = 0 in all other cases. (2.84)
In these one-forms i (i = 1; 2; 3), the metric form of the unit S 3 (2.79) is rewritten by a
simple form
d
2S 3 =
1
4

1
2
+

2
2
+

3
2
: (2.85)
In the next section 3, we apply some kinds of deformations to the black hole solution
(2.70). The result of the metric represents a charged Kaluza-Klein black hole solution with
squashed S 3 horizons [1]. The solution asymptotes to the locally flat spacetime, that is, the
constant size of twisted S 1 fiber bundle over the four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime,
rather than the flat spacetime (2.73).
2.3 Myers-Perry Solutions
When the parameter q; g ! 0 then the gauge potential one-form (2.5) vanishes and, with
a slight adjust !  , the metric (2.4) are reduce to the form of
ds2 =   dt2 + 2m
2

dt + a sin2 d + b cos2 d	
2
+
2r2
˜r
dr2 + 2d2 +

r2 + a2

sin2 d2 +

r2 + b2

cos2 d	2; (2.86)
where
2 = r2 + a2 cos2  + b2 sin2 ; (2.87)
˜r =

r2 + a2
 
r2 + b2

  2mr2: (2.88)
This solution (2.86) is specified by two parameters, the mass parameter m and the angular
momentum parameter a. The form of this solution (2.86) was first derived by Myers and
Perry [13]. This is the five-dimensional generalization of the four-dimensional Kerr black
hole solution which describes a vacuum stationary rotating black hole.
The spacetime described by the metric (2.86) is stationary and shrinks to a S 3 sphere
at  = 0 where a timelike curvature singularity exists. The solution (2.86) asymptotes to
the five-dimensional flat Minkowski spacetime with the form of the metric (2.73) at the
spatial infinity r ! 1.
There exist the outer and inner black hole horizons r given by
r2 = m  
a2 + b2
2

s"
m   (a + b)
2
2
# "
m   (a   b)
2
2
#
; (2.89)
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where the relation ˜r (r) = 0 holds. To obtain the regular black hole, we see that from
(2.89), the parameters m and a must satisfy the relation such as
2m > a2 + b2 + 2jabj > 0; (2.90)
There also exists the ergo sphere where the condition gtt = 0, i.e., 

rErgo; Ergo

= 2m
holds. So the ergo sphere can’t coincide with the horizons r.
By using the Komar integral method, the mass M and the two-independent angular
momenta Ji (i = ; 	) estimated at the spatial infinity are given by
M =
3m
8G5
AS 3 ; J =   am4G5 AS 3 ; J	 =  
bm
4G5
AS 3 : (2.91)
Here, we focus on the conditions for the absence of CTCs outside the black hole hori-
zon r+ given by (2.89). These CTCs occur if and only if the two dimensional (; 	) part
of the metric (2.86), namely, g2d has a negative eigenvalue. We must check the condition
g		 > 0 and detg2d > 0 for r > r+ > 0. In this case, the explicit forms of these equations
are given by
g		 =
"
r2 + b2

+
2b2m
2
cos2 
#
cos2  > 0; (2.92)
detg2d =
h
r2 + a2
 
r2 + b2

+
2m
2
n
r2 + b2

a2 sin2  +

r2 + a2

b2 cos2 
o#
sin2  cos2  > 0; (2.93)
for the range of parameters (2.90). Thus, fortunately, we obtain the regular black hole
solutions (2.86) with parameters (m; a) satisfying the condition (2.90) such that there is
no CTC outside the black hole horizon r+.
As seen in the appendix B.1, Wang applies the squashing transformation to the solution
(2.86) in the case of the two equal angular momenta b ! a [22]. The result describes a
vacuum rotating Kaluza-Klein black hole spacetime which asymptotes to the locally flat
spacetime at the infinity.
2.4 BMPV Solutions
When the parameters satisfy the relation such as g ! 0, m ! q and b ! a, we obtain
the supersymmetric solution first derived by Breckenridge, Myers, Peet and Vafa (BMPV)
[17]. By doing a slight transformation 	 !  	 and using the Euler angles (; ;  ),
rather than (; ; 	), and introducing a new parameter j = aq, the form of the metric
(2.4) and the gauge potential one-form (2.5) are reduce to
ds2 =  
" 
1   q
2
!
dt + j
22
(d + cos d)
#2
+
 
1   q
2
! 2
d2 + 2d
2S 3 ; (2.94)
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A =
p
3
2

qdt   j
2
(d + cos d)

; (2.95)
where we used  as the radial coordinate rather than r. This solution (2.94) is specified
by two parameters, the mass parameter q and the angular momentum parameter j. The
spacetime described by the metric (2.94) is stationary rotating and shrinks to a point at
 = 0 where a timelike curvature singularity exists. The solution (2.94) asymptotes to the
five-dimensional flat Minkowski spacetime with the form of the metric (2.73) at the spatial
infinity  ! 1.
For the condition q > 0, there is a degenerated horizon at + =
pq and the ergo sphere
is also located at Ergo =
pq where gtt

Ergo

= 0. So these two surfaces are consistent.
This is one of the features of the supersymmetric black hole solutions which asymptote to
the five-dimensional flat Minkowski spacetime at the infinity.
The mass M and the charge Q evaluated at the spatial infinity  ! 1 satisfy the BPS
condition as
M =
p
3Q = 3m8G5 AS
3 ; (2.96)
and the angular momenta Ji (i = ;  ) are given by
J = 0; J =
j
4G5
AS 3 : (2.97)
Next, we focus on the conditions for the absence of closed timelike curves (CTCs)
outside the black hole horizon +. These CTCs occur if and only if the two dimensional
( ; ) part of the metric (2.94), namely, g2d has a negative eigenvalue. We must check the
condition g  > 0 and det g2d > 0 for  > + > 0. In this case, explicit forms of these
components are given by
g  =
6   j2
44
; detg2D =
6   j2
162 sin
2 : (2.98)
Since the numerators of g  and det g2d are monotonically increasing functions of , it is
sucient to show g  > 0 and det g2d > 0 on the horizon + =
pq. Actually, we see that
g  =
q3   j2
4q2
> 0; detg2D =
q3   j2
16q sin
2  > 0; (2.99)
for
q > j2=3 > 0: (2.100)
Thus we obtain the regular black hole solutions (2.94) with parameters (q; j) satisfying
the condition (2.100) such that there is no CTC outside the black hole horizon +.
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The induced metric on the spatial cross section of the black hole horizon + becomes
ds2H =
q
4
"
d
2S 2 +
q3   j2
q3
(d + cos d)2
#
; (2.101)
which implies the shape of horizon is the squashed S3, a twisted S1 fiber bundle over an S2
base space with the dierent sizes, for the presence of the angular momentum parameter
j. From (2.101), we obtain the expression of the area of the black hole horizon + as
AH =
p
q3   j2
2
AS3 ; (2.102)
where the condition (2.100) must be satisfied.
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3 Kaluza-Klein Black Holes with Squashed S 3 Horizons
We study geometrical structures of charged static black holes in the five-dimensional
Einstein-Maxwell theory [1]. The black holes we study have horizons in the form of
squashed S3, and their asymptotic structure consists of a twisted S1 bundle over the four-
dimensional flat spacetime at the spatial infinity. The spacetime we consider is fully five-
dimensional in the vicinity of the black hole and four-dimensional with a compact extra
dimension at infinity.
3.1 Derivation of Black Hole Solutions
We start with the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell system with the action :
S = 1
16G5
Z
d5x
p g

R   FF

; (3.1)
where G5; R and F = d A are the five-dimensional gravitational constant, the Ricci scalar
curvature and the Maxwell field with the gauge potential A. From this action, we write
down the Einstein equation
R   12Rg = 2
 
FF   
1
4
gFF
!
; (3.2)
and the Maxwell equation
F; = 0: (3.3)
A Kaluza-Klein black hole with squashed S 3 horizons [1] is a one of the exact charged
static solutions of the equations (3.2) and (3.3). We show the derivation of black hole
solutions below.
We consider the five-dimensional static spacetime with the S O(3)  U(1) symmetry.
We put the ansatz of the metric form
ds2 =  2(x)dt2 + 2(x)dx2 + 2(x)

1
2
+

2
2
+ 2(x)

3
2
; (3.4)
where ; ;  and  are functions depend only on x and the one-forms i (i = 1; 2; 3)
satisfy the following relation;
di = 1
2
Cijk j ^ k with C123 = C231 = C312 = 1 and Cijk = 0 in all other cases. (3.5)
In this case, we choose the gauge field strength two-form defined by F = d A as
F =

2
(dt) ^ (dx) ; (3.6)
then F satisfies the Maxwell equation (3.3) with a constant .
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When we take a coordinate condition
 = 2; (3.7)
the Einstein equation (3.2) gives the equations of motion for the functions ;  and  
0

!0
= ()2 ; (3.8) 
0

!0
 
 
2   
2
2
!
()2 =  1
2
()2 ; (3.9) 
0

!0
  1
2

2
2
=  1
2
()2 ; (3.10)
and the constraint equation
2
0

 
2
0

+
0

!
+ 2
0

 
0

+ 2
0

!
 
 
22   
2
2
!
()2 =  3
2
()2 ; (3.11)
where the prime 0 denotes the derivative with respect to x.
If the metric (3.4) has a horizon then the temporal component  vanishes while the
components  and  take finite values on the horizon, i.e., these components and its deriva-
tives satisfy the conditions,  = 0 = 0 = 0 and 0; ;  =finite, at the horizon. Hence,
we take one of the solutions for (3.8) in the form
 =

sinh (x) ; (3.12)
where  is an arbitrary constant. It is possible to assume that   0 without loss of
generality. Since  ! 0 as x ! 1, then we should require that ;  !finite as x ! 1.
Thus we obtain the solutions for (3.9) and (3.10) in the form
2 =
jjsinh (x) sinh
h


x   x
i
sinh2
h


x   x
i ; (3.13)
2 =
jjsinh (x)
sinh
h


x   x
i ; (3.14)
where x and x are arbitrary constants. Note this set of solutions (3.12)-(3.14) surely
satisfy the constraint (3.11).
It would be easy to see the geometrical structures of the spacetime in a new coordinate
system. Introducing new coordinate by
r2 = 42(x); r2 = 4ex ; r21 =
4jjsinh

x

sinh
h


x   x
i ; (3.15)
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we obtain the metric and the gauge potential 1-form in the form [1]
ds2 =   f dt2 + k
2
f dr
2 +
r2
4

kd
2S 2 + 
2

; (3.16)
A = 
p
3r+r 
2r2
dt; (3.17)
with the functions f (r) and k(r) given by
f (r) =
 
1   r
2
+
r2
!  
1   r
2
 
r2
!
; k(r) =

r21   r2+
 
r21   r2 

 
r21   r2
2 ; (3.18)
where we introduced the Euler angles (; ;  ) with the range
0    ; 0    2; 0    4; (3.19)
and we rewrite the components of the metric as
d
2S 2 =

1
2
+

2
2
= d2 + sin2 d;  = 3 = d + cos d: (3.20)
This spacetime denoted by the metric (3.16) is specified by the three parameters r and r1.
3.2 Physical Properties
3.2.1 Singularities and Horizons
We consider the range of r coordinate as 0 < r < 1 without loss of generality. Each
t =const. hypersurface of this spacetime (3.16) is foliated by the three-dimensional r =const.
surfaces, say r. The induced metric on r becomes
ds2

r
=
r2
4
h
k(r)d
2S 2 + 2
i
: (3.21)
We can regard each surface r as a Hopf bundle, that is, a twisted S 1 fiber bundle over an
S 2 base space. The surface r takes the form of a deformed S 3 on which the S O(3)U(1)
symmetry acts as an isometry group. The function k(r) denotes the aspect ratio of the S 2
base space to the S 1 fiber space, which characterizes the squashing of S 3. We see that the
degree of squashing increases monotonically as r reaches towards r = r1.
The curvature singularities exist at r = 0 and r = 1 since the Kretschmann scalar
blows up as
RR ' 508r
4
+r
4
 
k8(0)r12 (3.22)
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in the limit r ! 0, and
RR ' 5880r
28
k8(0)r321
(3.23)
in the limit r ! 1. We are able to distinguish these two types of singularities by the near
singularity behaviors of a spatial cross section of r =const. surface r. In the limit r ! 0,
The function k(r) reaches a constant k(0) at r ! 0 then the three-dimensional r =const.
surface in the t =const. hypersurface shrinks to a point as
ds2

r
' lim
r!0
r2
4
h
k(0)d
2S 2 + 2
i
: (3.24)
Hence we call the curvature singularity at r ! 0 ”point-singularity”. On the other hand,
in the limit r ! 1, the size of S 2 goes to zero while that of S 1 diverges as
ds2

r
' lim
r!1
1
4

r 2d
2S 2 + r
22

: (3.25)
Then the singularity at r ! 1 is anisotropic and stretched infinitely along the fiber S 1.
Hence we call the curvature singularity at r ! 1 ”stretched-singularity”.
Here, an apparent singularity appears at r = r1 where the function k(r) diverges.
However, as will be shown later, r = r1 corresponds to the spatial infinity. To keep the
Lorentzian signature of the metric (3.16), we assume the positivity of the function k(r) in
(3.18) so that r < r1 or r > r1. Thus we can consider two types of regions of r for the
black hole solution (3.16), i.e.,
(i) 0 < r < r1 with 0 < r   r+ < r1 < 1;
(ii) r1 < r < 1 with 0 < r1 < r+  r  < 1:
In both cases, the parameters r+ and r  correspond to the outer horizon and the inner
horizon, respectively. The induced metrics on the spatial cross sections of the outer and
inner horizons r = r become
ds2

r
=
r2
4
h
k(r)d
2S 2 + 2
i
; (3.26)
which implies the shapes of horizons are the squashed S 3, that is, a twisted S 1 fiber bundle
over an S 2 base space with the dierent sizes, for the presence of constants
k(r) = r
2
1   r2
r21   r2
: (3.27)
Since k(r )  1  k(r+), the form of the outer horizon r+ is ”oblate”, the size of S 2 is larger
than that of S 1, while that of the inner horizon r  is ”prolate”, the size of S 1 is larger than
that of S 2.
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3.2.2 Gross-Perry-Sorkin Monopoles
Note, when the parameters r+ = r  = 0, the form of the metric (3.16) reduces to that of
the Gross-Perry-Sorkin (GPS) monopole solution [50]. We introduce a new coordinate
16a˜2 r˜   a˜
r˜ + a˜
= r2; 16a˜2 = r21; (3.28)
with the range a˜ < r˜ < 1, the GPS monopole solution is described by the metric
ds2 =  dt2 + ds2TN; (3.29)
where
ds2TN =
r˜ + a˜
r˜   a˜dr˜
2 +

r˜2   a˜2

d
2S 2 + 4a˜
2 r˜   a˜
r˜ + a˜
2; (3.30)
denotes the metric of the four-dimensional Euclidean self-dual Taub-NUT space in the
standard form. Since the Taub-NUT space is one of the Ricci flat spaces, which satisfy the
four-dimensional vacuum Einstein equation R(4) = 0, and there is no curvature singularity,
the GPS monopole (3.29) is one of the exact solutions of the five-dimensional vacuum
Einstein equation R = 0, and describes completely regular spacetime. There exists an
apparent singularity at r˜ = a˜ where the Killing vector field @/ @ vanishes. This fixed point
corresponds to the nut singularity with the nut charge a˜. In the asymptotic region r˜ ' 1,
the metric (3.29) takes the form of
ds2 '  dt2 + dr˜2 + r˜2d
2S 2 + 4a˜22; (3.31)
this metric (3.31) shows that the GPS monopole (3.29) is asymptotically locally flat, topo-
logically not a direct product but a twisted constant size S 1 fiber bundle over the four-
dimensional Minkowski spacetime. Indeed, we could be able to say that the squashed
Kaluza-Klein black hole solution (3.16) is the charged black version of the GPS monopole
solution (3.29) while previously known asymptotically flat black hole solutions are based
on the five-dimensional Minkowski spacetime.
3.2.3 Asymptotic Structures
We show that the spatial infinity of this solution (3.16) exists at the r = r1. To see clearly,
we introduce new coordinates (; ) for the solution (3.16) as follows,
 =
20
r1
t;  =
0r
2
r21   r2
; (3.32)
with the new parameters 0 and ,
0 = 
q
r21   r2+
 
r21   r2 

2r1
; 2 =
r2
4r21
 
r21   r2
r21   r2
!
: (3.33)
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The relation between the parameters r1;  and 0 becomes
r21 = 4 (+ + 0) (  + 0) : (3.34)
The forms of the metric (3.16) and the gauge potential 1-form (3.17) after above coordi-
nates transformation become
ds2 =  Ud2 +W
 
d2
U
+ 2d
2S 2
!
+
r21
4
W 12; (3.35)
A = 
p
3+ 
2
d; (3.36)
where the functions U() and W() are given by
U() =
 
1   +

!  
1    

!
; W() = 1 + 0

: (3.37)
In  ' 1 (equivalently r ' r1) region, the metric (3.35) behaves as
ds2 '  d2 + d2 + 2d
2S 2 +
r21
4
2: (3.38)
Thus the solution (3.35) asymptotes to the locally flat spacetime, a twisted constant
S 1 fiber bundle over the four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, at infinity. Note that the
metric (3.38) does not satisfy the five-dimensional vacuum Einstein equation R = 0, that
is, it is not the Ricci flat metric. Hence the parameter r1 denotes the size of S 1 fiber at the
spatial infinity, i.e., the size of extra dimension is 2r1 at the spatial infinity. We also find a
relation between the five-dimensional gravitational constant, G5, and the four-dimensional
one, G4, as G5 = 2r1G4.
From the expression of 0 in (3.33), curvature singularities exist at  = 0 in the case
0 > 0 and, while at  = j0j in the case 0 =   j0j < 0. So the two types of regions of r, (i)
0 < r < r1 with 0 < r   r+ < r1 < 1, and (ii) r1 < r < 1 with 0 < r1 < r+  r  < 1,
correspond to
(i) 0 <  < 1 with 0 < ; 0 < 1;
(ii) j0j <  < 1 with 0 < j0j <  < 1;
respectively. Hence the parameters + and   denote the outer horizon and the inner
horizon, respectively.
Here, we discuss the physical meanings of the parameter 0 in (3.35) in the case (i)
0 <  < 1 with 0 < ; 0 < 1, shortly. When 0   then V() becomes more
eectively than W() and the function W() is almost constant. Thus distant observers at
0   <  feel this black hole as the four-dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom black hole
with a constant S 1 fiber, i.e., the geometry locally looks like the black string. On the other
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hand, when   0 then the function W() becomes more eectively than V() near the
horizon +. Thus observers at  <   0 feel this black hole as the five-dimensional
Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. Hence, the parameter 0 denotes a typical scale between
the four-dimensional black hole spacetime and the five-dimensional one.
Therefore, the geometry described by (3.16) and (3.35) in the vicinity of the black hole
is fully five-dimensional while that at the spatial infinity is eectively four-dimensional
with a compact extra dimension.
Note that the size of the outer horizon for a distant observer can be regarded as the
circumference radius of the S 2 base space on the horizon:
R+ =
r+
2
s
r21   r2 
r21   r2+
: (3.39)
When the size of the S 1 fiber on the outer horizon, r+, approaches the size of the fifth
dimension at infinity, r1, we could eectively obtain a very large four-dimensional black
hole.
3.3 Physical Quantities of Black Hole
Using the time-like Killing vector  = @/ @, which is normalized at the spatial infinity, we
define the mass of the black hole by using the Komar integral as
MKomar =   332G5
Z
1
dS r; (3.40)
where the integral is taken over the three-dimensional topological sphere at the spatial
infinity. For the form of the metric (3.35), we find
MKomar =
3r1
4G5
(+ +  ) : (3.41)
The electric charge of the black hole is also defined by the Komar integral as
Q = 18G5
Z
S
dS F; (3.42)
where the integral is taken over the three-dimensional topological sphere surrounding the
black hole. For the gauge potential (3.36), we obtain
Q = 
p
3r1
G5
p
+ : (3.43)
The electrostatic potential is given by
 = A
+ =  p32
r
 
+
: (3.44)
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Using the form of the metric (3.35), we obtain the surface gravity of the outer horizon,
+, as
+ =
+    
2+
p
+ (+ + 0)
: (3.45)
Note, for the degenerate case, r+ = r  (equivalently + =  ), the surface gravity of the
black hole (3.45) is vanishing, as in the usual case. This expression gives the Hawking
temperature of the black hole
TH =
+
2
: (3.46)
From the induced metric on the spatial cross section of the horizon + which is denoted
by
ds2
+ = W (+) 2+d
2S 2 + r214 W 1 (+)2; (3.47)
we derive the area of the black hole horizon as
AH = 162+ (+ + 0)
p
+ (  + 0): (3.48)
Here, the entropy of the black hole, S , is given by
S = AH
4G5
: (3.49)
It is easy to see that these quantities of the black hole MKomar; TH; S ; Q and  satisfy
the Smarr-type formula,
MKomar =
3
2
THS + Q; (3.50)
that is, the integrated expression for the first law of thermodynamics of the black hole [51].
3.4 Limits
Finally, we discuss the relations between five kinds of limits of the solution (3.16) and
some previously known solutions.
3.4.1 r1 ! 1 Limit
The function k(r) in (3.18) tends to 1 in this limit. So the form of the metric (3.16) and the
gauge potential 1-form (3.17) reduces to that of the five-dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom
black holes [46],
ds2 =   f (r)dt2 + f  1(r)dr2 + r2d
2S 3 ; (3.51)
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A = 
p
3r+r 
2r2
dt; (3.52)
with
f (r) =
 
1   r
2
+
r2
!  
1   r
2
 
r2
!
; (3.53)
where
d
2S 3 =
1
4

d
2S 2 + 
2

; (3.54)
denotes the metric of an unit S 3. This spacetime asymptotes to the five-dimensional
Minkowski spacetime at infinity r = 1. A timelike singularity exists at r = 0 and we
see that the shapes of the outer and inner horizons r become a round S 3 where the S O(4)
isometry group acts on.
3.4.2 r  ! 0 Limit
In this limit, the gauge potential 1-form (3.17) vanishes A = 0 and the metric (3.16)
denotes a vacuum Kaluza-Klein black hole with a squashed S 3 horizon [20,21,52] whose
form of the metric is
ds2 =   f dt2 + k
2
f dr
2 +
r2
4

kd
2S 2 + 
2

; (3.55)
where the functions f (r) and k(r) are given by
f (r) = 1   r
2
+
r2
; k(r) =
r21

r21   r2+

 
r21   r2
2 : (3.56)
In this case, to obtain regular black hole solutions, the range of r coordinate must be
0 < r < r1 with 0 < r   r+ < r1 < 1, since the function k(r) in (3.56) does not permit
the region of parameters r1  r+. Then the geometry described by this solution (3.55)
is as follows; there is a spacelike singularity at r = 0 and the shape of the horizon r+ is
”oblate”. The spatial infinity exist at r = r1. Furthermore, if we take the limit r1 ! 1
in (3.55), then the metric reduces to that of the five-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole
with the S O(4) isometry, while in the limit r+ ! 0, the metric reduces to that of the GPS
monopole.
3.4.3 0 ! 0 Limit
It is easy to consider this limit (equivalently r ! r1 with  finite) with the form of the
metric (3.35) rather than (3.16). The solution (3.35) with 0 = 0 represents a geometry that
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a twisted constant S 1 fiber bundle over the four-dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom black
hole whose form of the metric is
ds2 =  
 
1   +

!  
1    

!
d2 +
 
1   +

! 1  
1    

! 1
d2 + 2d
2S 2 + + 
2: (3.57)
In this case, the size of the S 1 fiber becomes constant, i.e., r1=2 =
p
+ .
Here, we can obtain one of the generalizations of (3.57) in the case + =   with the
form of the metric
ds2 =  H 2d2 + H2 (dx  dx) + (d + !)2 ; (3.58)
where
H = 1 +
X
i
Mi
jx   xij (3.59)
denotes the harmonics on the point sources xi in the three-dimensional Euclid space, Mi
is constant and the one-form ! satisfies the relation,
r  ! = rV 1: (3.60)
The form of the metric (3.58) represents a twisted constant S 1 fiber bundle over the four-
dimensional Majumdar-Papapetrou multi-black holes [31].
Furthermore, we introduce a new coordinate as ˜ = p+   and take a limit   ! 0
then the gauge potential 1-form (3.36) vanishes and above metric (3.57) reduces to
ds2 =  
 
1   +

!
d2 +
 
1   +

! 1
d2 + 2d
2S 2 + d ˜ 
2: (3.61)
This metric denotes the direct product of the four-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole
and a constant size of S 1, i.e., a vacuum black string.
3.4.4 0 =  j0j !    Limit
To consider this limit, we restrict ourselves to the solution (3.35) with the range of 
coordinate in j0j <  < 1 with 0 < j0j <  < 1. Hence we introduce a new coordinate
as z =
p(+ + 0) (  + 0)  = r1 =2 with the range 0 < z < 2r1 and take a limit
j0j !   then the solution (3.35) reduces to the form
ds2 =  
 
1   +

!  
1    

!
d2 +
 
1   +

! 1
d2
+ 2
 
1    

!
d
2S 2 +
 
1    

! 1
dz2; (3.62)
which denotes a charged black string given in [53]. The range of  coordinate is given by
  <  < 1 with 0 <   < + < 1. A spacelike singularity located at  =   is hidden
behind the horizon + with the area AH = 82r12+
p
1    =+.
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3.4.5 r  ! r+ Limit
In this r  ! r+ (equivalently   ! +) limit, we obtain an extremely charged Kaluza-
Klein black hole with a degenerate horizon. We consider this degenerate horizon limit
with the form of the metric (3.16). We introduce a new coordinate and parameters
16a˜2 r˜   a˜
r˜ + a˜
=
r2   r2+ ; 16a˜2 = r21   r2+ ; ˜ = 1 + r2+16a˜2 ; ˜ = r2+16a˜ ; (3.63)
with the range a˜ < r˜ < 1, we can rewrite the forms of the metric (3.16) and the gauge
potential one-form (3.17) in this limit as
ds2 =  H 2dt2 + Hds2TN; (3.64)
A = 
p
3
2
H 1dt; (3.65)
with the function
H (r˜) = ˜ +
˜
r˜   a˜ ; (3.66)
where
ds2TN =
r˜ + a˜
r˜   a˜dr˜
2 +

r˜2   a˜2

d
2S 2 + 4a˜
2 r˜   a˜
r˜ + a˜
2; (3.67)
denotes the metric of the four-dimensional Euclidean self-dual Taub-NUT space in the
standard form. Supposing ˜ , 0, we can always choose ˜ = 1 by rescaling the radial and
time coordinates. In this coordinate, a degenerate horizon is located at r˜ = a˜ (equivalently
r = r+) where the induced metric on the spatial cross section of this surface takes finite
values as
ds2

r˜=a˜
= 2a˜˜

d
2S 2 + 
2

: (3.68)
From this metric form, we see that a degenerate horizon r˜ = a˜ has the shape of a round S 3.
The function H (r˜) in (3.66) is one of the exact solutions of the Laplace equation on
the Taub-NUT space (3.67). This solution (3.64) with the form of the harmonic function
(3.66) is first given in the context of the five-dimensional minimal supergravity theory [31].
One of the rotating generalizations of the solution (3.64) is shown in [31] in the five-
dimensional Einstein-Maxwell system with a Chern-Simons term whose action is given
by
S = 1
16G5
Z
d5x
p g
"
R   FF + 2
3
p
3
p g 1 AFF# : (3.69)
The metric and the gauge potential one-form in [31] takes the forms of
ds2 =  H 2 (dt + 	)2 + Hds2TN; (3.70)
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A =
p
3
2
"
H 1 (dt + 	)2   2˜3
r˜   a˜
r˜ + a˜

#
; (3.71)
where
H (r˜) = ˜ +
˜
r˜   a˜  
2˜2
9a˜ (r˜ + a˜) ; (3.72)
	 (r˜) = ˜ r˜ + a˜
r˜   a˜  
4˜˜a˜
r˜   a˜ +
2˜

2˜2   9˜a˜ + 18˜a˜2

9 (r˜ + a˜) (r˜   a˜)  
16˜3a˜
27 (r˜ + a˜)2 (r˜   a˜) : (3.73)
One can also regard this rotating black hole solution (3.70) as that in the black hole
limit of the black ring solution constructed on the Taub-NUT base space [26].
Since the gravitational force and the electric force are valanced in this case, we can
construct the multi-black holes on the Taub-NUT space (3.67) as an analogy of the five-
dimensional Majumdar-Papapetrou solution [29] which describes multi-black holes on the
flat space. However, it would be dicult to obtain the harmonic solution 4TNH = 0, where
4TN denotes the Laplacian on (3.67), by using the coordinate r˜.
In the next section, we construct new multi-black hole solutions on the multi-centered
Taub-NUT space by using new coordinates rather than r˜.
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4 Kaluza-Klein Multi-Black Holes on Taub-NUT Space
We construct Kaluza-Klein multi-black hole solutions on the Gibbons-Hawking multi-
instanton space in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory [33]. We study geomet-
ric properties of the multi-black hole solutions. In particular, unlike the Gibbons-Hawking
multi-instanton solutions, each nut-charge is able to take a dierent value due to the exis-
tence of black hole on it. The spatial cross section of each horizon is admitted to have the
topology of a dierent lens space L(n; 1) =S3=Zn in addition to S3.
4.1 Construction of Solutions
4.1.1 A Single Extreme Black Hole
One can regard the extreme Kaluza-Klein black hole [1, 26, 31, 32] as that is constructed
on the Taub-NUT space. After the coordinates transformation
R =    +;  = N / n; M = +; N = + + 0; (4.1)
the metric (3.35) and the gauge potential one-form (3.36) are rewritten as
ds2 =   H 2d2 + Hds2TN; (4.2)
A = 
p
3
2
H 1d: (4.3)
When the Taub-NUT space is described in the Gibbons-Hawking form
ds2TN =V 1

dR2 + R2d
2S 2

+ V (d + !)2 ; (4.4)
V 1(R) =1 + N
R
; (4.5)
! =N cos d; (4.6)
with the ranges of coordinates given by
0    ; 0    2; 0    2L; (4.7)
the function H is given by the very simple form as
H(R) =1 + M
R
; (4.8)
where L; M; N are positive constants and the one-form ! satisfies the relation r  ! =
rV 1. Regularity of the spacetime requires that the nut charge, N, and the asymptotic
radius of S1 along , L, are related by
N =
L
2
n; (4.9)
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where n is an natural number.
We can see that a degenerated horizon exists at R = 0, where the nut charge N of the
Taub-NUT space were located. Although the Taub-NUT space is regular only when n = 1
on the conditions (4.7), the nut charge N with n  2 is resolved by the event horizon in the
black hole solution [26].
The induced metric on the spatial cross section of the black hole horizon R = 0 is
ds2

Horizon =
LMn
2
266664d
2S 2 +  d ¯ n + cos d
!2377775 ; (4.10)
where 0  ¯ = 2=L  4. We see that, in the case of n = 1, the horizon has the shape of
round S3 in a static time-slice in contrast to the non-degenerated case r+ , r , where the
shapes of the horizons r are squashed S 3 [1]. The spacetime is asymptotically locally flat,
i.e., a constant S1 fiber bundle over the four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime at R ! 1.
Therefore, the spacetime behaves as a five-dimensional black hole near horizon, while the
dimensional reduction to four-dimension is realized in a far region.
In the case of n  2, the horizon is in shape of lens space L(n; 1) = S 3=Zn [26]. The
asymptotic structure is also the lens space L(n; 1) where the metric behaves as
ds2 '  d2 + dx  dx + L
2n2
4
 
d ¯ 
n
+ cos d
!2
: (4.11)
The mass MKomar which is defined by the Komar integral at spatial infinity and the
electric charge Q satisfy the extremal condition
MKomar =
3
2G5
LM =
p
3
2
jQj: (4.12)
The black hole solution (4.2) with n = 1 contains two popular spacetimes as limits: the
five-dimensional extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole as L ! 1 and M ! 0 with LM
finite, and the Gross-Perry-Sorkin monopole [50] as M ! 0.
4.1.2 Multi-Black Holes
When we generalize the single black hole solution (4.2) to the multi-black hole solution,
it is natural to generalize the Taub-NUT space to the Gibbons-Hawking space [54] which
has multi-nut charges [33]. The metric form of the Gibbons-Hawking space is
ds2GH =V 1 (dx  dx) + V (d + !)2 ; (4.13)
V 1 =1 +
X
i
Ni
jx   xij ; (4.14)
The function V 1 is a solution of the Laplace equation in the three-dimensional Euclid
space, that is,
4V 1 = 0: (4.15)
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xi = (xi; yi; zi) denotes position of the i-th nut singularity with nut charge Ni in the three-
dimensional Euclid space, and ! satisfies
r  ! = rV 1: (4.16)
We can write down a solution ! explicitly as
! =
X
i
Ni
(z   zi)
jx   xij
(x   xi)dy   (y   yi)dx
(x   xi)2 + (y   yi)2 : (4.17)
If we assume the metric form with the Gibbons-Hawking space instead of the Taub-
NUT space in (4.2), the Einstein equation (3.2) and the Maxwell equation (3.3) reduce to
4GHH = 0; (4.18)
where 4GH is the Laplacian of the Gibbons-Hawking space. In general, it is dicult to
solve this equation, but if one assume @ to be a Killing vector, as it is for the Gibbons-
Hawking space, then Eq.(4.18) reduces to the Laplace equation in the three-dimensional
Euclid space,
4EH = 0: (4.19)
We take a solution with point sources to Eq. (4.19) as a generalization of Eq. (4.8),
and we have the final form of the metric
ds2 =   H 2d2 + Hds2GH; (4.20)
H =1 +
X
i
Mi
jx   xij ; (4.21)
where Mi are constants. The gauge potential one-form is also given by the equation (4.3).
For the special case H = V 1 with all Mi = Ni, the metric (4.20) reduces to the four
dimensional Majumdar-Papapetrou multi-black holes with a twisted constant S 1 fiber
ds2 =  
0BBBBB@1 +X
i
Mi
jx   xij
1CCCCCA 2 d2 + 0BBBBB@1 +X
i
Mi
jx   xij
1CCCCCA2 (dx  dx) + (d + !)2 ; (4.22)
which is seen in ref. [31]. In this special case, Mi are also quantized as well as nut charges.
4.2 Properties
4.2.1 Regularity
In Eqs.(4.20) with (4.21), a point source labeled by xi with Mi > 0 and Ni > 0 is a black
hole since the point becomes the Killing horizon and the cross section of it with a static
time-slice has a finite area, as is seen below. A point source of Mi > 0 and Ni = 0,
however, becomes a naked singularity. This is the reason why we need to generalize the
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Taub-NUT space to the Gibbons-Hawking space. 2 For a point with Mi < 0 or Ni < 0, a
naked singularity also appears. Further, if we choose the positions of point sources of the
harmonics H in (4.21) and V 1 in (4.14) with all Mi; Ni > 0 in dierent positions, then
there is also a naked singularity. Therefore, in the case of Mi > 0 and Ni > 0 for all i, the
metric describes multi-black holes, on which we focus our attention.
On the other hand, a point source with Mi = 0 and Ni > 0 corresponds to a Gross-
Perry-Sorkin-type monopole with a nut charge Ni. In the case of Mi = 0 and Ni > 0 for all
i, the metric becomes the Gross-Perry-Sorkin multi-monopole solution [50]. This multi-
monopole solution is regular when all of the nut charges Ni have to take the same value
L=2 [54], since the nut charges with dierent values from it yield the cone-singularities.
However, the existence of black holes drastically changes this situation because the nut
charge with Ni = L=2ni (ni : natural number) converts into the black hole whose topology
is a lens space L(ni; 1) = S3=Zni , as mentioned below. Therefore, all Ni can take dierent
values associated with the dierent ni.
Now, we investigate the regularity on the black hole horizon. For simplicity, we restrict
ourselves to the solution with two black holes. In order to examine that the geometry near
the horizon x = x1, we make the coordinate transformation such that the point source x1
is the origin of the three-dimensional Euclid space and x2 = (0; 0; a). In this case, from
Eqs.(4.20) and (4.21) the metric can take the following simple form,
ds2 =  H 2d2 + H

V 1

dR2 + R2d
2S 2

+ V

d + !d
2
; (4.23)
with
H(R; ) =1 + M1
R
+
M2p
R2 + a2 + 2aR cos 
; (4.24)
V 1(R; ) =1 + N1
R
+
N2p
R2 + a2 + 2aR cos 
; (4.25)
!(R; ) =N1 cos  + N2(a + R cos )p
R2 + a2 + 2aR cos 
; (4.26)
where the parameter a denotes the separation between two point sources at x1 and x2 in
the three-dimensional Euclid space.
If we take the limit R = jx   x1j ! 0, we can see the leading behavior of the metric as
follows,
ds2 '  
 
R
M1
!2
d2 + M1
R
"
N1
R

dR2 + R2d
2S 2

+
R
N1
(d + N1 cos d)2
#
: (4.27)
We should note that the other black holes does not contribute to this behavior of the metric
in the leading order. Therefore, the form of each black hole is equivalent with the single
2 Multi-black hole solutions in Taub-NUT space are constructed [26] by using black ring in the space.
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extremal black hole (4.2) in the vicinity of the horizon. The Kretschmann invariant near
the horizon R = 0 can be computed as,
RR =
19
4M21 N21
+ O
R
a

; (4.28)
which suggests the horizon R = 0 is regular. In fact, under the coordinate transformation,
u =   F(R); (4.29)
dF
dR =

1 +
M1
R
+
M2
a
3=2 
1 +
N1
R
+
N2
a
1=2
; (4.30)
the metric near the horizon R = 0 has the following regular form
ds2 '  2
r
N1
M1
dudR + M1N1
266664d
2S 2 +  dN1 + cos d
!2377775 : (4.31)
Of course, from the similar discussion, the regularity of the other black hole horizon x = x2
is also assured. Outside the black holes, there is evidently no place with a singular point
from the explicit form of the metric. Even if we consider the situations with more than
two black holes, these properties do not change in such spacetimes.
4.2.2 Geometry near Horizons
The induced metric on an intersection of the i-th black hole horizon located at x = xi with
a static time-slice is
ds2

xi
=
LMini
2
266664d
2S 2 +  d ¯ ni + cos d
!2377775 ; (4.32)
where 0  ¯ = 2=L  4. In the case of ni = 1, it is apparent that the horizon topology of
the i-th black hole is a round S 3, however, in the case of ni  2, the topological structure
becomes a lens space L(ni; 1) = S3=Zni .
Note that, in an asymptotically flat stationary five-dimensional black hole spacetime,
the only possible geometric type of spatial cross section of horizon is restricted to S 3 or
S 2  S 1 [55, 56], which is the extension of Hawking’s theorem on event horizon topol-
ogy [57] to five dimensions. However, each Kaluza-Klein black hole horizon can have a
topological structure of lens spaces S3=Zni besides S3. This fact does not contradict with
the theorem in Ref. [55,56] where the boundary is assumed to be asymptotically flat, since
the squashed Kaluza-Klein black holes are not asymptotically flat.
4.2.3 Asymptotic Structure
Finally, we study the asymptotic behavior of the Kaluza-Klein multi-black hole in the
neighborhood of the spatial infinity R ! 1. The functions H, V 1 and ! behave as
H(R; ) '1 +
P
i Mi
R
+ O

R 2

; (4.33)
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V 1(R; ) '1 +
P
i Ni
R
+ O

R 2

; (4.34)
!(R; ) '
0BBBBB@X
i
Ni
1CCCCCA cos d + O R 1 : (4.35)
We can see that the spatial infinity possesses the structure of S1 bundle over S2 such that it
is a lens space L(Pi ni; 1) with the form of the metric
ds2 '  d2 + dx  dx + L
2 (ini)2
4
 
d ¯ 
ini
+ cos d
!2
: (4.36)
For example, in the case of two Kaluza-Klein black holes which have the same topo-
logical structure of S3, the asymptotic structure is topologically homeomorphic to the lens
space L(2; 1) = S3=Z2. From this behavior of the metric near the spatial infinity, we can
compute the Komar mass at spatial infinity of this multi-black hole system as
MKomar =
3
2G5
L
X
i
Mi: (4.37)
Since the total electric charge is given by
Qtotal =
X
i
Qi = 
X
i
p
3
G5
LMi; (4.38)
where Qi denotes the electric charge of the i-th black hole, then the total Komar mass and
the total electric charge satisfy
MKomar =
p
3
2
jQtotalj: (4.39)
Therefore, from Eq.(4.12) we find that an observer located in the neighborhood of the
spatial infinity feels as if there were a single Kaluza-Klein black hole with the point source
with the parameter M =
P
i Mi and the nut charge N =
P
i Ni.
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5 Cosmological Multi-Black Holes on Taub-NUT Space
The cosmological black hole solution on the Gibbons-Hawking space has been constructed
[34]. We also investigate the properties of this solution in the case of a single black hole.
Unlike the Kastor-Traschen solution, which becomes static solution in a single black hole,
this solution is not static even in a single black hole case.
5.1 Solutions
We give cosmological multi-black hole solutions on the Gibbons-Hawking multi-instanton
space as one of the generalizations of multi-black hole solutions on the multi-centered
Taub-NUT space shown in the previous section 4 [34]. We consider the five-dimensional
Einstein-Maxwell system with a positive cosmological constant, which is described by the
action
S = 1
16G5
Z
d5x
p g

R   FF   4

; (5.1)
where R is the five dimensional scalar curvature, F is the five-dimensional Maxwell field
strength tensor,  is the positive cosmological constant and G5 is the five-dimensional
Newton constant.
From this action, we write down the Einstein equation
R   12Rg + 2g = 2
 
FF   14gFF

!
; (5.2)
and the Maxwell equation
F; = 0: (5.3)
Eqs.(5.2) and (5.3) admit the solution whose metric and gauge potential one-form are
ds2 =  H 2dt2 + Hetds2GH; (5.4)
A = 
p
3
2
H 1dt; (5.5)
with the function
H = 1 + e t
X
i
Mi
jx   xij ; (5.6)
where the form of the metric
ds2GH = V 1 (dx  dx) + V (d + !)2 ; (5.7)
V 1 =  +
X
i
Ni
jx   xij ; (5.8)
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! =
X
i
Ni
(z   zi)
jx   xij
(x   xi)dy   (y   yi)dx
(x   xi)2 + (y   yi)2 ; (5.9)
denotes the four-dimensional Euclidean Gibbons-Hawking space [54], xi = (xi; yi; zi) de-
notes position of the i-th NUT singularity with NUT charge Ni in the three-dimensional
Euclidean space, and Mi is a constant. The constant  is given by  = 2
p
=3. The
parameter  is either 0 or 1. The base space is the multi-centered Eguchi-Hanson space for
 = 0 with the sum i  2, and the multi-centered Taub-NUT space for  = 1 with the sum
i  1.
Here, in this section 5, we study the solutions with the sum i  1 and  = 1, i.e.,
the cosmological multi-black hole solutions constructed on the multi-centered Taub-NUT
space. We show that these solutions describe the multi-black hole space-time. These
solutions are one of the generalizations of the five-dimensional Kaluza-Klein multi-black
holes [33], and it is analogous to the Kaster-Traschen solution [37,41]. We will discuss the
non-rotating multi-black hole solutions on the multi-centered Eguchi-Hanson space with
or without the cosmological constant in the following sections 6 and 7.
5.2 Properties of Single Black Hole
Let us consider the case with a single point source. The metric and the gauge potential
one-form take the following simple forms
ds2 =  

1 + e t
M
R
 2
dt2 +

1 + e t
M
R

etds2TN; (5.10)
A = 
p
3
2

1 + e t
M
R
 1
dt; (5.11)
where
ds2TN =

1 +
N
R
 
dR2 + R2d
2S 2

+

1 +
N
R
 1
N2 (d + cos d)2 ; (5.12)
denotes the four-dimensional Euclidean self-dual Taub-NUT space and we introduced new
coordinate  = =N. The ranges of coordinates are given by 0    , 0    2 and
0    4. The Kastor-Traschen space-time which possess the flat base space becomes
static in the single black hole case. We show however that this property does not hold in
the present case.
5.2.1 Non Stationarity
The Kastor-Traschen solution in the single-black hole case is the extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m-
de Sitter solution, which is static and spherically symmetric [38, 39]. On the contrary, we
show that the single black hole solution (5.10) is not stationary, but dynamical. Let us seek
for the stationary Killing vector field of the geometry (5.10). For the present purpose, it
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is enough to exhaust the Killing vector fields for the Gross-Perry-Sorkin (GPS) monopole
solution with a cosmological constant
ds2 =  dt2 + et
"
1 +
N
R
 
dR2 + R2d
2S 2

+

1 +
N
R
 1
N2 (d + cos d)2
#
; (5.13)
which is obtained by taking the limit M ! 0 of the metric (5.10). This is because the
metric (5.13) describes the far region (R ! +1) from the black hole; if the original black
hole has a stationary Killing vector field, then the asymptotic form of the Killing vector
would coincide with that of (5.13).
All Killing vectors of the metric (5.13) are computed as follows,
1 =
@
@ 
; (5.14)
2 =
@
@
; (5.15)
3 = csc  sin 
@
@ 
+ cos 
@
@
  cot  sin  @
@
; (5.16)
4 = csc  cos 
@
@ 
  sin  @
@
  cot  cos  @
@
: (5.17)
Thus, all the Killing vector fields are everywhere space-like. Therefore, the single black
hole solution (5.10) is not stationary.
5.2.2 GPS Monopole with a Cosmological Constant
Here, we focus on the case  > 0, which is called the expanding chart. The contracting
chart ( < 0) corresponds to its time-reversal (t !  t). Let us introduce the Regge-
Wheeler tortoise type coordinate R and a time coordinate T are given by
R =
p
R(R + N) + N ln
0BBBB@ pR + N + pRp
N
1CCCCA ; T = 2

e t=2; (5.18)
where R and T have ranges 0  R  1 and 0  T  1, respectively. Then, the metric
(5.13) takes the following form
ds2 = 4
2T 2
"
 dT 2 + dR2 +

1 +
N
R

R2d
2S2 +

1 +
N
R
 1
N2 (d + cos d)2
#
: (5.19)
Here, we define the double null coordinate (u; v) such that
v := T + R; u := T   R; (5.20)
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where v is the retarded outgoing null coordinate and u is the retarded ingoing null coordi-
nate. Then, the metric can be written in the form
ds2 = 1
2(u + v)2
"
 dudv +

1 +
N
R

R2d
2S2 +

1 +
N
R
 1
N2 (d + cos d)2
#
: (5.21)
To make coordinate ranges finite, we define
v = tan ˜V ; u = tan ˜U; (5.22)
where ˜U and ˜V run the ranges of  =2  ˜U  =2 and  =2  ˜V  =2, respectively. The
metric becomes
ds2 = 1
2 sin2

˜U + ˜V
 h d ˜Ud ˜V
+ cos2 ˜U cos2 ˜V
(
1 +
N
R

R2d
2S2 +

1 +
N
R
 1
N2 (d + cos d)2
)#
: (5.23)
The (R; t) chart covers the region O = f( ˜U; ˜V)j ˜U  ˜V ,   ˜U  ˜V ; ˜V  =2g. The conformal
diagram is drawn in FIG.1, i.e., the boundaries of this space-time consist of the timelike
infinity ˜V =   ˜U with 0 < ˜V < =2 (t = 1), ˜U = ˜V with 0 < ˜V < =2 (R = 0) and the null
surface ˜V = =2 and j ˜U j < =2 (t =  1 and R = 1), which is not a conformal infinity and
cannot be extended analytically. Especially, on the null surface ˜V = =2 and j ˜U j < =2
(t =  1 and R = 1), the S1 fiber seems to shrink to zero, the possibility of extension will
be discussed in a future article.
5.2.3 Single Black Hole Solution
To study the M > 0 case, introducing the coordinate  :=  1et ( > 0), we rewrite the
metric (5.10) as
ds2 =  

 +
M
R
 2
d2
+

 +
M
R
 "
1 +
N
R
 
dR2 + R2d
2S2

+

1 +
N
R
 1
N2 (d + cos d)2
#
: (5.24)
This metric shows that the range of  can be extended to  1 <  < +1. The conformal
diagram of this space-time is drawn in FIG.2. The sign choice of  corresponds to a time
reversal, so that here we set  > 0, which is called the expanding chart. The boundaries
of this chart consist of five boundaries, namely, (1)  = 1 and 0 < R < 1, (2)  = 1
and R = 0, (3)  =  1 and R = 0, (4) R =  M=() and (5)  = 0 and R = 1. In
this FIG.2, the spacelike hypersurface denoted by I+, (1)  = 1 and 0 < R < 1, is the
timelike infinity. The null hypersurface, (2)  = 1 and R = 0, corresponds to the event
horizon if we appropriately extend the space-time across this surface. The timelike curve,
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Figure 1: The conformal diagram of the GPS monopole with a positive cosmological
constant. The boundaries of this space-time consist of the timelike infinity ˜V =   ˜U with
0 < ˜V < =2 (t = 1), ˜U = ˜V with 0 < ˜V < =2 (R = 0) and the null surface ˜V = =2 and
j ˜U j < =2 (t =  1 and R = 1), which is not a conformal infinity and cannot be extended
analytically.
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Figure 2: The conformal diagram : The boundaries of this chart consist of (1) I+: = 1
and 0 < R < 1, (2)  = 1 and R = 0, (3)  =  1 and R = 0, (4) R =  M=() and (5)
 = 0 and R = 1. The spacelike hypersurface,  = 1 and 0 < R < 1, is the timelike
infinity. R =  M=() is a curvature singularity. The null hypersurfaces,  = 1; R = 0
and  =  1; R = 0, and the null surface  = 0, R = 1 are not conformal boundary.
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(4) R =  M=(), corresponds to a curvature singularity. The null surfaces, (3)  =  1
and R = 0, and (5) = 0 and R = 1 are the boundaries of the (;R) chart while they are
not conformal boundaries.
Here let us consider the global structure of this space-time. As to static black hole so-
lutions, the analytic extension across the boundaries of a chart can be done by Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinate [58]. However, it is dicult to do such extension for our solutions
since they are not static but dynamical as mentioned above, and one cannot solve the null
geodesic equations easily. Now, we give one of extensions, which can be regarded as a
black hole space-time, at least, within the restricted ranges of the parameters.
In the single black hole solution case (5.24), the form of the metric (5.24) resem-
bles that of the five-dimensional extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter solution in the
neighborhood of R = 0, as mentioned below. For this reason, we apply the Eddington-
Finkelstein-like coordinate to our solution to extend the space-time across the null surface
R = 0. The metric form of the five-dimensional extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter
solution with the mass parameter m =
p
3jQj=2 can be written in the cosmological coordi-
nates [41] as follows,
ds2 =  

 +
m
r2
 2
d2 +

 +
m
r2
 "
dr2 + r
2
4
n
d
2S2 + (d + cos d)2
o#
: (5.25)
To compare this metric (5.25) with that of our solution (5.24), let us introduce a new radial
coordinate
R :=
r2
4N
; (5.26)
where it should be noted that the parameter N does not have a physical meaning. In fact,
it can be absorbed in the rescale of R. The metric (5.25) takes the form of
ds2 =  

 +
M
R
 2
d2
+

 +
M
R
 "N
R
 
dR2 + R2d
2S2

+
N
R
 1
N2 (d + cos d)2
#
; (5.27)
where we introduced a new parameter M := m=(4N). We note that comparing with (5.24)
and (5.27), the behavior of our solution (5.24) in the neighborhood of R = 0 is equal to
that of the five dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter solution (5.27).
In the case of the five-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter solution (5.27), there
exists the coordinates ( ˜R; v) across the horizon as follows [41]
˜R2 := 4N (R + M) ; (5.28)
v :=
ln 

+
Z d ˜R
W
+ ( ˜R); (5.29)
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where the functions ( ˜R) and W( ˜R) are defined by the equations
d
d ˜R
=    ˜R
3
2( ˜R2   m)W
 1; (5.30)
W( ˜R) =

1   m
˜R2
2
  
2
˜R2
4
=
 
1   m
˜R2
+
 ˜R
2
!  
1   m
˜R2
   ˜R
2
!
: (5.31)
Then, in the coordinate ( ˜R; v), the metric (5.27) can be written in the form of
ds2 =  Wdv2 + 2dvd ˜R + ˜R
2
4
h
d
2S2 + (d + cos d)2
i
: (5.32)
In this set of coordinates ( ˜R; v), there are three horizons correspond to the three positive
roots of the equation W = 0, i.e. the solutions of the cubic equation
 ˜R3   2 ˜R2   2m = 0: (5.33)
This equation has three positive roots when the inequality
0 < m2 < 16
27
(5.34)
is satisfied. Here, we denote these three roots as 0 < ˜RI < ˜RH < ˜RC < 1, where ˜RI ; ˜RH and
˜RC correspond to the inner horizon, the black hole horizon and the cosmological horizon,
respectively. Since the metric on the black hole horizon ˜R = ˜RH becomes
ds2 = 2dvd ˜R +
˜R2H
4
h
d
2S2 + (d + cos d)2
i
; (5.35)
whose component takes the finite value there, then the space-time is extended to the region
˜R < ˜RH inside the black hole horizon.
Next, let us focus on the extension of the region covered with the chart (;R) in our
solution (5.24), in particular, the extension across the null surface, R = 0 and  = 1. To
do so let us introduce the same coordinate as ( ˜R; v) given by (5.28) and (5.29). Then the
metric of our solution (5.24) takes the form
ds2 =   Wdv2 + 2dvd ˜R + ˜R
2
4
h
f d
2S2 + f  1 (d + cos d)2
i
+ ( f   1)
2666664 1   m
˜R2
   ˜R
2
! 1
d ˜R    ˜R
2
dv
37777752 ; (5.36)
where the function f is given by
f (R) = 1 + R
N
: (5.37)
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Here we note that f ' 1 near R ' 0. This coordinate seems to be spanned across the
horizon, but actually it is a good coordinate only when 8=27  m2 < 16=27 holds. To see
this we investigate the behavior of metric components near the horizon which is located at
˜R = ˜RH, where ˜RH is given by the root of Eq.(5.33). Then, near the horizon region ˜R ' ˜RH,
a function W behaves as
W =
 
1   m
˜R2
+
 ˜R
2
!  
1   m
˜R2
   ˜R
2
!
' ˜R   ˜RH; (5.38)
and the behavior of the function f   1 is
f   1 = 1
4N2

˜R2   m

exp
"
 
 
v  
Z
W 1d ˜R + 
!#
'

˜R   ˜RH

; (5.39)
where the exponent  is given by
 = lim
R!RH

 
1   m
˜R2
   ˜R
2
! 1 
1   m
˜R2
 1 
˜R   ˜RH

: (5.40)
If the metric component g ˜R ˜R '

˜R   ˜RH
 2
does not diverge on the horizon ˜R = ˜RH, it
is also the case for the other metric components. In fact, the other components behave as
O

˜R   ˜RH
 1
at most. Hence, it is sucient to investigate the behavior of the compo-
nent g ˜R ˜R. The FIG.3 shows how the value of  depends on the dimensionless parameter
m2. From this graph, we see that  can take the value of   2 for 8=27  m2 < 16=27,
where the component g ˜R ˜R becomes finite at ˜R = ˜RH. Especially, the metric is analytic at
˜R = ˜RH if  is a natural number grater than 1.
We draw FIG. 4 which shows the conformal diagram of the extended space-time.
We see that the null hypersurface ˜R = ˜RH ( = 1 and R = 0) corresponds to an event
horizon, which is the boundary of the causal past of I+, therefore our solution describes a
black hole space-time.
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Figure 3: This graph shows how  depends on the parameter 2m for 0  2m < 16=27.
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Figure 4: Global structure of the extended space-time. The null hypersurface  = 1 and
R = 0 corresponds to the event horizon.
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6 Multi-Black Holes on Eguchi-Hanson Space
We construct a pair of black holes on the Eguchi-Hanson space as a solution in the five-
dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory [35]. The topology of each black hole horizon is
a lens space L(n; 1) = S 2=Zn, in addition to S 3. The solution asymptotes to a locally
Euclidean space, i.e., the lens space L(2n; 1), at the spatial infinity.
6.1 Solutions
In this section, we consider a pair of black holes on the Eguchi-Hanson space as a solution
in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory with the action
S = 1
16G5
Z
d5x
p g

R   FF

; (6.1)
where G5; R and F = d A are the five-dimensional gravitational constant, the Ricci scalar
curvature and the Maxwell field with the gauge potential A.
The metric and the gauge potential one-form are given by [35]
ds2 =   H 2d2 + Hds2EH; (6.2)
ds2EH =
 
1   a
4
r4
! 1
dr2 + r
2
4
" 
1   a
4
r4
! 
d ˜ + cos ˜d ˜
2
+ d ˜2 + sin2 ˜d ˜2
#
; (6.3)
A = 
p
3
2
H 1d; (6.4)
with
H(r; ˜) = 1 + m1
r2   a2 cos ˜ +
m2
r2 + a2 cos ˜
; (6.5)
where a and m j ( j = 1; 2) are constants, the ranges of coordinates are a  r  1; 0  ˜ 
; 0  ˜  2=n; (n : natural number) and 0  ˜  2.
The equation (6.3) is the standard metric form of the Eguchi-Hanson space [59]. The
Eguchi-Hanson space has an S2-bolt at r = a, where the Killing vector field @=@ ˜ vanishes.
The function H(r; ˜) is a harmonics on the Eguchi-Hanson space (6.3).
As is seen later, two black holes are located on the north pole (˜ = 0) and the south
pole (˜ = ) on the S2-bolt. The asymptotic behavior of the metric (6.2) near the spatial
infinity r ! 1 becomes
ds2 '  d2 + dr2 + r
2
4

d ˜2 + sin2 ˜d ˜ 2 +

d ˜ + cos ˜d ˜ 
2
: (6.6)
Since the  =const. surface has the structure of the lens space L(2n; 1), this solution is
asymptotically locally flat. The Komar mass, MKomar, and the total electric charge, Q, at
the spatial infinity are given by
MKomar =
p
3
2
jQj = 3(m1 + m2)8nG5 ; (6.7)
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where G5 is the five-dimensional gravitational constant. So the solution (6.2) is belong to
the BPS state solutions.
6.2 Physical Properties
In order to clarify the physical properties of the solution, we introduce the coordinates as
follows [60],
R = a
r
r4
a4
  sin2 ˜; tan  =
r
1   a
4
r4
tan ˜;  = ˜ ;  = 2 ˜; (6.8)
where the ranges of coordinates become as 0  R  1; 0    ; 0    2 and
0    4=n.
Then, the metric (6.2) takes the form of
ds2 =   H 2d2 + Hds2EH; (6.9)
ds2EH =V 1

dR2 + R2d
2S 2

+ V

a
8d + !
2
; (6.10)
with
H =1 +
m1=a
jR   R1j +
m2=a
jR   R2j ; (6.11)
V 1 =
a=8
jR   R1j +
a=8
jR   R2j ; (6.12)
! =
a
8
 
z   a
jR   R1j +
z + a
jR   R2j
!
d; (6.13)
where d
2S 2 = d
2 + sin2 d2 denotes the form of the metric of the unit S 2, R = (x; y; z)
is the position vector on the three-dimensional Euclid space, R1 = (0; 0; a) and R2 =
(0; 0; a). The metric (6.10) is the Gibbons-Hawking two-center form of the Eguchi-
Hanson space [54, 60].
From the coordinates transformation (6.8), it is manifest in this (R; ; ;  ) coordi-
nates that the space has two nut singularities with the same nut charge a=8 at the position
R = R j (equivalently, R = a and  = 0; ) where the Killing vector field @=@ vanishes,
i.e., an S 2-bolt corresponds to two nut singularities located on the north pole and the south
pole of S 2.
The function H(R; ) is the harmonics given by (6.5) on the Eguchi-Hanson space in the
Gibbons-Hawking coordinates (6.10). The harmonics H(R; ) converts nut singularities
on the Eguchi-Hanson space to regular hypersurfaces in the total spacetime. Since each
hypersurface R = R j becomes a Killing horizon with respect to the Killing vector field
@=@, and each three-dimensional section of them with  = const: has finite area, then the
hypersurfaces R = R j are event horizons.
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Since the Kretschmann invariant RR has a finite value on each horizon R = R j,
we see that the geometry on each horizon is regular. Even if one of m j (for example m2)
vanishes, which corresponds to a situation such that there are a single black hole and a
naked nut singularity with the value of the nut charge a=8, the horizon is regular. The
spacetime is regular only in the case of n = 1 but it has a nut singularity at R = R2 in the
case of n  2.
The induced metric on the spatial cross section of the j-th horizon is given by
ds2Horizon =
m j
8
h
d2 + sin2 d2 + (d + cos d)2
i
; (0    4=n) (6.14)
which is the lens space L(n; 1). The geometry near horizons of this solution (6.2) is similar
to the multi-black hole solutions on the Gibbons-Hawking multi-instanton space discussed
in the section 4 [33], but the asymptotic structures are dierent. Although both are non-
asymptotically flat but asymptotically locally flat, the former is isotropic in the four spatial
dimensions while the latter has a compact dimension as same as Kaluza-Klein black holes
discussed in the section 3 and 4 [1, 33]. To distinguish these two types of non-trivial
asymptotic structures, the former asymptotic structure is sometimes called asymptotically
locally Euclidean and the latter is asymptotically locally flat.
6.3 Positions of Black Holes
Until this subsection, we considered a pair of black holes situated on the north pole ˜ = 0
and the south pole ˜ =  on the S2-bolt of the Eguchi-Hanson space. Using isometries
acting on the S2-bolt, we can construct multiple black holes on any points of the S2-bolt.
For example, we can introduce a new harmonics on the Eguchi-Hanson space (6.3)
instead of (6.5) as
H

r; ˜

= 1 +
X
; ; j
m j
r2   a2
h
cos  cos ˜   sin  sin

˜ + 

sin ˜
i ; (6.15)
where  and  are constants. In the cases of  = 0 and  = , the harmonics (6.15) reduces
to the harmonics (6.5). For a series of (; ; j), we obtain non-rotating multi-black holes
on the arbitrary positions of a single S 2-bolt without the change of the topology of the
asymptotic structures.
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7 Cosmological Multi-Black Holes on Eguchi-Hanson Space
We review non-rotating multi-black hole solutions in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell
theory with a positive cosmological constant on the Eguchi-Hanson space, which is an
asymptotically locally Euclidean space [42]. The solutions describe the physical process
such that two black holes with the horizon topology of S3 coalesce into a single black hole
with the horizon topology of the lens space L(2; 1) = S3=Z2. We discuss how the area of
the single black hole after the coalescence depends on the topology of the horizon.
7.1 Solutions
In the previous section 6, we gave a metric of a pair of maximally charged black holes on
the Eguchi-Hanson space as a solution in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory
without a positive cosmological constant. The Einstein equation with a positive cosmolog-
ical constant and the Maxwell equation admit a solution whose metric and gauge potential
one-form are
ds2 =  H 2d2 + Hds2EH; (7.1)
ds2EH =
 
1   a
4
r4
! 1
dr2 + r
2
4
" 
1   a
4
r4
! 
d ˜ + cos ˜d ˜
2
+ d ˜2 + sin2 ˜d ˜2
#
; (7.2)
A = 
p
3
2
H 1d; (7.3)
with
H =  +
2m1
r2   a2 cos ˜ +
2m2
r2 + a2 cos ˜
; (7.4)
where a and m j ( j = 1; 2) are positive constants, a constant  is related to the cosmological
constant by  = 2p=3 [42]. The ranges of coordinates are  1 <  < 1, a  r < 1,
0  ˜  , 0  ˜  2 and 0  ˜  2. Equation (7.2) is the standard metric form of the
Eguchi-Hanson space [59].
Indeed, setting  to be  +  1 and taking the limit  ! 0, we find the form of the
metric (7.1) reduces to that of the static metric (6.2) discussed in the previous section 6.
As seen later, because of the presence of the positive cosmological constant, this solution
(7.1) describes the coalescing process of two non-rotating black holes.
In order to obtain the physical interpretation about this solution (7.1), let us introduce
the following coordinate [60],
R = a
r
r4
a4
  sin2 ˜; tan  =
r
1   a
4
r4
tan ˜;  = ˜ ;  = 2 ˜; (7.5)
where the ranges of coordinates become 0  R < 1, 0    ; 0    2 and
0    4. The metric (7.1) takes the form of
ds2 =  H 2d2 + Hds2EH; (7.6)
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ds2EH = V 1

dR2 + R2d
2S 2

+ V

a
8d + !
2
; (7.7)
with
H =  +
2m1=a
jR   R1j +
2m2=a
jR   R2j ; (7.8)
V 1 =
a=8
jR   R1j +
a=8
jR   R2j ; (7.9)
! =
a
8
 
z   a
jR   R1j +
z + a
jR   R2j
!
d; (7.10)
where d
2S 2 = d
2 + sin2 d2, R = (x; y; z) is the position vector on the three-dimensional
Euclid space, R1 = (0; 0; a) and R2 = (0; 0; a). Here and after, we consider only the
contracting phase with  =  2p=3 to focus on the coalescence of two black holes.
Though  runs the range  1 <  < 1, we investigate only the region  1 <   0.
In this section 7, we focus on the regions of the neighborhood of R = Ri (i = 1; 2)
and the asymptotic region R ' 1 in the solution (7.6). In the neighborhood of R = Ri,
the above metric (7.6) approaches to that of the five-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de
Sitter solution [41]. Similarly, in the asymptotic region R ' 1, the local geometry of the
metric (7.6) can be regarded as that of the five-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter
solution. So, in the next section, we review the physical properties of the five-dimensional
Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter solution.
7.2 Review of Five-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter Solu-
tion
For later convenience, we mention the global structure of the five-dimensional Reissner-
Nordstro¨m-de Sitter solution with the mass parameter m =
p
3jQj=2. This solution is
static, spherically symmetric and has the horizons with the topology of S3. By the coordi-
nate transformation into the cosmological coordinate, the metric is given by [41],
ds2 =  

 +
m
r2
 2
d2 +

 +
m
r2
 "
dr2 + r
2
4
n
d
S2 + (d + cos d)2
o#
; (7.11)
where each coordinate runs the range of  1 <  < 1; 0  r < 1; 0    ; 0    2
and 0    4, m is a constant related to the mass of the black hole and  is the
constant related to the cosmological constant by  = 2p=3. The ingoing and outgoing
expansions, in and out, of the null geodesics orthogonal to three-dimensional surfaces,
 = const and r = const, are given by
in =    2xp(x + m)3 ; out =  + 2xp(x + m)3 ; (7.12)
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respectively, where we introduced a new coordinate x := r2. There is a curvature singu-
larity at x + m = 0. Horizons occur at x such that
2(x + m)3   4x2 = 0: (7.13)
For the range of parameter m < mext  16=(272), (7.13) has three roots, i.e., there are
three horizons, which satisfy the relation xin(m) < xBH(m) < xdS(m), where xin; xBH and
xdS denote the inner and outer black hole horizons and the de Sitter horizon, respectively.
We see that out = 0 at x = xBH(m); xdS(m) and in = 0 at x = xin(m). When m = mext, the
outer black hole horizon and the de Sitter horizon coincides with each other, xBH (mext) =
xdS (mext). In the case of m > mext there is only a naked singularity.
7.3 Coalescence of Two Non-Rotating Black Holes
Let us investigate the global structure of the solution (7.6) following the discussion of
Ref. [38] which discuss the coalescence of two non-rotating extremal charged black holes
on the flat base space. As mentioned below, in order to consider the coalescence of two
black holes, we must choose the mass parameters such that m1+m2 < 8=(272) and mi > 0
(i = 1; 2). Therefore, in this section, we assume such range of these parameters.
First, let us choose the origin on the three-dimensional Euclid space to be R = Ri (i =
1; 2) in (7.6). In the neighborhood of R = 0, the metric (7.6) becomes
ds2 '  
 
 +
2mi=a
R
! 2
d2
+
 
 +
2mi=a
R
!
a
8
"
dR2
R
+ R
n
d
2S2 + (d + cos d)2
o#
; (7.14)
where the origin of  is appropriately shifted by a constant. Using a new coordinate r˜2 =
aR=2, the metric can be written in the form
ds2 '  

 +
mi
r˜2
 2
d2 +

 +
mi
r˜2
 "
dr˜2 + r˜
2
4
n
d
2S2 + (d + cos d)2
o#
: (7.15)
This metric (7.15) is identical to that of the five-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter
solution (7.11) which has the mass parameter equals to mi written in the cosmological
coordinate. If the mass parameter mi < 16=(272), which is satisfied as long as we assume
m1 + m2 < 8=(272) and mi > 0. Thus, at the early time   0, suciently small
spheres with the topology of S3 centered at R = Ri are always outer trapped, since there
are solutions for out = 0 at r˜2 = xBH(m1)=() and r˜2 = xBH(m2)=(), which denote
an approximately small sphere, respectively. Since there is an apparent horizon in the
neighborhood of each point source R = Ri (i = 1; 2), we can find two black holes with
the horizon topology of S3 at the early time.
Next, we study the asymptotic behavior of the metric for large R := jRj, where we
assume that R is much larger than the coordinate distance jR1   R2j between the two
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sources at R = R1 and R = R2 with the mass parameters 2m1=a and 2m2=a. In this region,
the metric (7.6) behaves as
ds2 '  
"
 +
2(m1 + m2)=a
R
# 2
d2
+
"
 +
2(m1 + m2)=a
R
#
a
4
2666664dR2R + R
8>><>>:d
2S2 +
 
d 
2
+ cos d
!29>>=>>;
3777775 : (7.16)
Here, let us introduce a new coordinate r2 := aR, then the metric takes the following form,
ds2 '  
"
 +
2(m1 + m2)
r2
# 2
d2
+
"
 +
2(m1 + m2)
r2
# 2666664dr2 + r24
8>><>>:d
2S2 +
 
d 
2
+ cos d
!29>>=>>;
3777775 : (7.17)
This metric (7.17) resembles that of the five-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter
solution (7.11) with the mass parameter equals to 2(m1 + m2). Like the five-dimensional
Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter solution, if we assume 2(m1+m2) < 16=(272), a suciently
large sphere becomes outer trapped at the late time  !  0, since out = 0 at r2 =
xBH (2(m1 + m2)) =(), which denotes an approximately sphere. However, we see that this
solution (7.17) diers from the five-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter solution
(7.11) in the following point; Each r = const surface of the solution (7.17) is topologically
a lens space L(2; 1) = S3=Z2, while in the five-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter
solution (7.11), it is dieomorphic to S3. We can regard S3 and a lens space L(2; 1) =
S3=Z2 as examples of Hopf bundles, i.e., a twisted S1 fiber bundle over the base space S2.
The dierence between these metrics appears in Eqs.(7.15) and (7.17): the term d in the
S3 metric (7.15) is replaced by the term d =2 in the L(2; 1) metric (7.17). Therefore, at
the late time, the topology of the trapped surface is a lens space L(2; 1) = S3=Z2.
From these results, we see that, if we restrict ourselves to the region of mass parame-
ters mi (i = 1; 2) as m1 + m2 < 8=(272), then this solution (7.6) describes the dynamical
situation such that two non-rotating black black holes with the spatial topologies S3 coa-
lescence and convert into a single non-rotating black hole with the spatial topology of a
lens space L(2; 1) = S3=Z2 on the Eguchi-Hanson space. We should note that in the case
of the five-dimensional Kastor-Traschen solution [41], which describes the situation that
two non-rotating black holes with the horizon topologies of S3 coalescence into a single
non-rotating black hole with the horizon topology of S3 on the flat space in the contracting
phase.
7.4 Comparison of Horizon Areas
Finally, in order to compare the horizon areas of a single black hole formed by the coa-
lescence of two black holes at the late time, let us consider the five-dimensional Kastor-
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Traschen solution [41] which has the two black holes with the masses m1 and m2 at the
early time,
ds2 =  
 
 +
m1
jr   r1j2 +
m2
jr   r2j2
! 2
d2
+
 
 +
m1
jr   r1j2 +
m2
jr   r2j2
! 
dr2 + r2d
2S3

; (7.18)
where r = (x; y; z;w) is the position vector on the four-dimensional Euclid space, and r1
and r2 denote the position vectors of the two black holes on the four-dimensional Euclid
space.
Since the form of this metric (7.18) near the black hole horizon is equal to that of
Eq.(7.15) at the early time ( !  1), each black hole has the same horizon area as that
in the solution (7.6). The induced metrics on the spatial cross sections of the apparent
horizon xBH with the  = const. at the early time become
ds2
(e)
KT = ds
2
(e)
EH = [xBH(mi) + mi] d
2S3 ; (7.19)
where KT and EH mean the Kastor-Traschen solution (7.18) and the solution (7.6) con-
structed on the Eguchi-Hanson base space, respectively. Therefore, using (7.13), the hori-
zon areas A(e)KT and A
(e)
EH of them at the early time can be computed as follows,
A(e)KT = A
(e)
EH =
2

[xBH(m1) + xBH(m2)] AS3 ; (7.20)
where AS3 denotes the area of a three-dimensional sphere with an unit radius.
On the other hand, the induced metrics of the spatial cross sections of the apparent
horizon xBH with the  = const. at the late time ( !  0) become
ds2
(l)
KT = [xBH(m1 + m2) + m1 + m2] d
2S3 ; (7.21)
ds2
(l)
EH = [xBH (2(m1 + m2)) + 2(m1 + m2)] d
2S3=Z2 : (7.22)
where d
2S3=Z2 denotes a metric of the lens space L(2; 1). Hence, using (7.13), the horizon
areas A(l)KT and A
(l)
EH of them at the late time can be computed as follows,
A(l)KT =
2

xBH(m1 + m2)AS3 ; (7.23)
A(l)EH =
2

xBH (2(m1 + m2)) AS32 ; (7.24)
respectively. We should note that AS3=2 in Eq.(7.24) reflects the fact that the black hole
after the coalescence of the two black holes at the late time described by the solution (7.6)
is topologically a lens space L(2; 1) = S3=Z2. Thus, we see that if each black hole at the
early time in the solution (7.6) have the same horizon area with that in the Kastor-Traschen
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solution, the ratio of the horizon area of the single black hole at the late time in the solution
(7.6) to that in the five-dimensional Kastor-Traschen solution (7.18) is given by
A(l)EH
A(l)KT
=
xBH (2(m1 + m2))
2xBH(m1 + m2) ; (7.25)
which is larger than one regardless of the values of m1 and m2, since xBH(m) is the concave
downward and the increasing function of m. The Fig.5 shows how the ratio A(l)EH
.
A(l)KT
depends on the initial total masses m1 + m2 of two black holes at the early time  !  1.
Figure 5: This graph shows how the ratio A(l)EH
.
A(l)KT depends on the total mass parameter
m1 + m2. We see that this ratio has the range of
p
2 < A(l)EH
.
A(l)KT < 4.
As seen in this figure, the ratio A(l)EH
.
A(l)KT is a monotonically increasing function of
the initial total mass of two black holes. We also see that this ratio has the range ofp
2 < A(l)EH
.
A(l)KT < 4.
There are two main dierences between the solution (7.6) and the Kastor-Traschen so-
lution (7.18) [41]: Firstly, two black holes with the horizon topology of S3 on the Eguchi-
Hanson space coalesce and convert into a single black hole with the horizon topology of
L(2; 1) = S3=Z2, while for the Kastor-Traschen solution (7.18), two black holes with the
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horizon topology of S3 on the flat space coalesce into a single black hole with the hori-
zon topology of S3. Secondly, after two non-rotating black holes coalescence, where we
assume that each non-rotating black hole in the solution (7.6) has the same mass and hori-
zon area as that in the Kastor-Traschen solution (7.18) initially, the horizon area of the
single black hole formed by the coalescence at the late time in the solution (7.6) is larger
than that in the Kastor-Traschen solution (7.18). These dierences are essentially due to
the asymptotic structures. While the Kastor-Traschen solution (7.18) is asymptotically de
Sitter and each r = const: surface has the topological structure of S3, the solution (7.6) is
asymptotically locally de Sitter and R = const: surface is a topologically L(2; 1) = S3=Z2.
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8 Coalescence of Rotating Black Holes on Eguchi-Hanson
Space
We obtain new charged rotating multi-black hole solutions on the Eguchi-Hanson space
in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell system with a Chern-Simons term and a pos-
itive cosmological constant [45]. In the two-black holes case, these solutions describe
the coalescence of two rotating black holes with the horizon topologies of S3 into a sin-
gle rotating black hole with the horizon topology of the lens space L(2; 1) = S3=Z2. We
discuss the dierences in the horizon areas between our solutions and the two-centered
Klemm-Sabra solutions which describe the coalescence of two rotating black holes with
the horizon topologies of S3 into a single rotating black hole with the horizon topology of
S3.
8.1 Solutions
We consider the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell system with a Chern-Simons term and
a positive cosmological constant  > 0. The action is given by
S = 1
16G5
Z
d5x
p g
"
R   FF + 2
3
p
3
p g 1 AFF   4# ; (8.1)
where R is the five dimensional scalar curvature, F = d A is the 2-form of the five-
dimensional gauge field associated with the gauge potential 1-form A and G5 is the five-
dimensional Newton constant. The action (8.1) with  = 0 is the bosonic part of the
ungauged supersymmetric five-dimensional minimal supergravity theory without vector
multiplets [19].
Following this action (8.1), we can derive the Einstein equation with the positive cos-
mological constant  > 0
R   12Rg + 2g = 2
 
FF   
1
4
gFF
!
; (8.2)
and the Maxwell equation
F; +
1
2
p
3
p g 1 FF = 0: (8.3)
We construct new multi-black hole solutions on the Eguchi-Hanson base space satis-
fying the equations (8.2) and (8.3) [45]. The form of the metric and the gauge potential
1-form are
ds2 =  H 2
h
d + V 1 (d + !)
i2
+ Hds2EH; (8.4)
ds2EH = V 1

dr2 + r2d
2S 2

+ V (d + !)2 ; (8.5)
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A =
p
3
2
H 1
h
d + V 1 (d + !)
i
; (8.6)
where H; V 1 and ! are given by
H =  +
M1
jr   r1j +
M2
jr   r2j ; (8.7)
V 1 =
N
jr   r1j +
N
jr   r2j ; (8.8)
! = N
 
z   z1
jr   r1j +
z   z2
jr   r2j
!
d; (8.9)
with the constants M1; M2; N;  and  = 2
p
=3. d
2S 2 = d
2 + sin2 d2 denotes
the metric of the unit two-sphere. The coordinates run the ranges of  1 <  < 1; 0 
r < 1; 0    ; 0    2 and 0    4N. The equation (8.5) denotes the
metric of the Eguchi-Hanson space in the Gibbons-Hawking coordinate. ri = (xi; yi; zi)
(i = 1; 2) denote the position vectors of the i-th nut singularity characterized by N on the
three-dimensional flat space. The functions H and V 1 are the solutions of the Laplace
equation on the three-dimensional flat space. The 1-form ! is determined by the equation
r  ! = r V 1.
For the appearance of the first term in the function H (8.7), the solution (8.4) is dynam-
ical, i.e., it admits no timelike Killing vector field. The parameter  in the metric (8.4) is an
additional parameter to the solution in [42, 43]. If  = 0 then the solution (8.4) describes
the coalescence of two non-rotating black holes on the Eguchi-Hanson space [42,43]. So,
we expect that this solution (8.4) describes the coalescence of extremely charged two black
holes with two equal angular momentums on the Eguchi-Hanson space. Here and after,
we restrict ourselves to considering the contracting phase with  =  2p=3 < 0 and the
range of time  = ( 1; 0).
In this section 8, we focus on the regions of the neighborhood of r = ri (i = 1; 2)
and the asymptotic region r ' 1 in the solution (8.4). In the neighborhood of r = ri, the
above metric (8.4) approaches to that of the Klemm-Sabra solution [44, 62]. Similarly, in
the asymptotic region r ' 1, the local geometry of the metric (8.4) can be regarded as that
of the Klemm-Sabra solution. So, in the next section, we review the physical properties of
the Klemm-Sabra solution.
8.2 Review of Klemm-Sabra Solution
We review here properties of the Klemm-Sabra solution [44,62], which is the BMPV black
hole [17] with a cosmological constant. The form of the metric and the gauge potential
1-form in the cosmological coordinates (; R) are given by
ds2 =  

 +
m
R2
 2 
d + j
2R2
(d + cos d)
2
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+
 +
m
R2
 "
dR2 + R
2
4
n
d
2S2 + (d + cos d)2
o#
; (8.10)
A =
p
3
2

 +
m
R2
 1 
d + j
2R2
(d + cos d)

; (8.11)
where 0    4, m and j are constants which specify the mass and the angular mo-
mentum. The curvature singularity exists at R2 =  m. Indeed, setting  to be  +  1
and taking the limit  ! 0, we find the metric (8.10) reduces to the BMPV black hole
solution [17].
One obtains the expansions  of the outgoing and ingoing null geodesics for the  =
const. and R = const. surface as
 =   2xp(x + m)3   j2 ; (8.12)
where we introduced a coordinate x = R2. Thus, the horizon occur at x such that
2
h
(x + m)3   j2
i
  4x2 = 0: (8.13)
The solution (8.10) seems to be dynamical for the dependence of , but it is station-
ary. Actually, one can introduce stationary coordinates (tˆ; rˆ; ˆ ) for the solution (8.10) as
follows,
R2 = rˆ2   m; () 1 d = dtˆ + ˆf (rˆ)drˆ; d = d ˆ + ˆh(rˆ)drˆ; (8.14)
with
ˆf (rˆ) =
2rˆ

rˆ6   j2

=

rˆ2   m

2
 
rˆ6   j2   4  rˆ2   m2 ; ˆh(rˆ) = 4 jrˆ2  rˆ6   j2   4  rˆ2   m2 : (8.15)
The forms of the metric (8.10) and the gauge potential one-form (8.11) after the above
coordinates transformation now becomes
ds2 =
2
4
rˆ2dtˆ2  

U(rˆ)dtˆ + j
2rˆ2

d ˆ + cos d
2
+
drˆ2
W(rˆ) +
rˆ2
4

d
2S2 +

d ˆ + cos d
2
; (8.16)
A =
p
3
2

U(rˆ)dtˆ + j
2rˆ2

d ˆ + cos d

; (8.17)
where the functions U(rˆ) and W(rˆ) are
U(rˆ) = 1   m
rˆ2
; W(rˆ) =

1   m
rˆ2
2
  
2
4
rˆ2 +
2 j2
4rˆ4
: (8.18)
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From (8.13), (8.14) and (8.18), we see that the horizon occur at rˆ such that W(rˆ) = 0.
The equation (8.13) has three real roots x ; x+ and xc (x   0  x+  xc), where
x ; x+ and xc correspond to the inner horizon, the black hole horizon and the cosmological
horizon, respectively, if the mass parameter m and the angular momentum parameter j
satisfy the following conditions,
0  m2  23 ; j
2
 (m)  j2  j2+(m); (8.19)
where
j2(m) =
4
276
h
9m2(8   3m2)   32  8p2(2   3m2)3=2
i
: (8.20)
In the case of j = j+, the black hole horizon x+ coincides with the inner horizon x , and in
the case of j = j , the black hole horizon x+ coincides with the cosmological horizon xc.
The naked singularity appears if m and j are out of the ranges (8.19). We draw the region
of (m; j) satisfying the condition (8.19) in FIG.6. Next, we focus on the conditions for the
absence of closed timelike curves (CTCs) outside the black hole horizon x+(m; j). These
CTCs occur if and only if the two dimensional ( ; ) part of the metric (8.10), namely,
g2D has a negative eigenvalue. We must check the condition g  > 0 and det g2D > 0 for
x > x+ > 0. In this case, explicit forms of these components are given by
g  =
(x + m)3   j2
4(x + m)2 ; det g2D =
(x + m)3   j2
16(x + m) sin
2 : (8.21)
Since the numerators of g  and det g2D are monotonically increasing functions of x, it is
sucient to show g  > 0 and det g2D > 0 on the horizon x+ for the absence of CTCs.
Actually, we see that
g  =
"
x+
(x+ + m)
#2
> 0; det g2D =
x2+
42(x+ + m) sin
2  > 0; (8.22)
for x+ > 0 and m > 0. Fortunately, we obtain the regular black hole solutions with
parameters (m; j) satisfying the condition (8.19) such that there is no CTC outside the
black hole horizon.
The induced metric on the black hole horizon x = x+(m; j) becomes
ds2H =
x+ + m
4
"
d
2S 2 +
(x+ + m)3   j2
(x+ + m)3 (d + cos d)
2
#
; (8.23)
which implies the shape of horizon is the squashed S3, a twisted S1 fiber bundle over an S2
base space with the dierent sizes, for the presence of the angular momentum parameter.
From (8.13) and (8.23) we obtain the expression of the area of the black hole horizon
x = x+(m; j) as
AH =
2

x+(m; j)AS3 ; (8.24)
where AS3 denotes the area of the unit S3.
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Figure 6: This figure shows the region of parameters such that the solutions have no naked
singularity. The vertical axis and the horizontal axis denote j2=m3 and m2, respectively.
The curves CE and DE correspond to j2=m3 = j2+=m3 and j2=m3 = j2 =m3, respectively.
The solutions lying in the region ODEC have three horizons. On CE the black hole
horizon x+ coincides with the inner horizon x  and on DE the black hole horizon x+
coincides with the cosmological horizon xc. Outside the region ODEC there exist naked
singularities.
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8.3 Coalescence of Two Rotating Black Holes
8.3.1 Asymptotic Behavior of Black Holes at Early Time and Late Time
First, we investigate the asymptotic behaviors of the metric (8.4) in the neighborhood of
r = ri (i = 1; 2). In this region, the metric (8.4) takes the form of
ds2 '  

 +
mi
r˜2
 2 
d + j
2r˜2
(d + cos d)
2
+

 +
mi
r˜2
 "
dr˜2 + r˜
2
4
n
d
2S 2 + (d + cos d)2
o#
; (8.25)
where we introduced the coordinates r˜2 = 4Nr;  = =N; mi = 4NMi and j = 8N3. This
metric is equal to that of the Klemm-Sabra solutions (8.10) with the mass parameters mi
and the angular momentum parameter j.
As discussed in the previous section 8.2, this solution (8.25) admits three horizons at
x = x; xc, in the coordinate x = r˜2. At the early time  '  1, suciently small
squashed S3 centered at r = ri are always outer trapped since there are solutions for + = 0
at r˜2 = x+(mi; j)=(). Since there is an apparent horizon in the neighborhood of each
point source r = ri (i = 1; 2), we can find two rotating black holes with the horizon
topology of S3 at the early time.
Next, we focus on the asymptotic region of the solution (8.4), r ' 1. We assume the
separation of two black holes jr1   r2j is much smaller than r. In this region, the metric
(8.4) behaves as
ds2 '  
"
 +
2(m1 + m2)
2
# 2 "
d + 8 j
22
 
d 
2
+ cos d
!#2
+
"
 +
2(m1 + m2)
2
# 2666664d2 + 24
8>><>>:d
2S 2 +
 
d 
2
+ cos d
!29>>=>>;
3777775 ; (8.26)
where we introduced the coordinates 2 = 8Nr;  = =N and the parameters mi = 4NMi
and j = 8N3, as same as in (8.25). This metric (8.26) resembles that of the Klemm-Sabra
solution (8.10) with the mass parameter 2(m1 +m2) and the angular momentum parameter
8 j.
Like the Klemm-Sabra solution (8.10), at the late time  ' 0, the suciently large
squashed S3 becomes outer trapped, since + = 0 at 2 = x+ (2(m1 + m2); 8 j) =(), which
give an approximately large sphere. However, we see this solution (8.26) diers from the
Klemm-Sabra solution (8.10) in the following point; each  = const. surface in the  =
const. hypersurface of the metric (8.26) denotes topologically the lens space S3=Z2, while
in the Klemm-Sabra solution (8.10), it is dieomorphic to S3. The dierence between
these metrics appears in (8.25) and (8.26): the term d in the S3 metric (8.25) is replaced
by the term d =2 in the S3=Z2 metric (8.26). Therefore, at the late time  ' 0, the topology
of the outer trapped surface is the lens space S3=Z2.
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Hence, from these results, we find that the solution (8.4) describes the dynamical evo-
lution such that two rotating black holes with the spatial topologies of S3 coalesce and
convert into a single rotating black hole with the spatial topology of the lens space S3=Z2.
Thus, at the early time, there are two rotating black holes specified by the parameters
(m1; j) and (m2; j). At the late time, there is a single rotating black hole specified by the
parameters (2(m1 + m2); 8 j). Here and after, we call such relations “mapping rules”.
8.3.2 Typical Processes in Klemm-Sabra Solutions
We compare the coalescence processes described by our solutions (8.4) with the coales-
cence of two rotating black holes with the S 3 horizon into a single rotating black hole with
the S 3 horizon. For this purpose, let us extend a single Klemm-Sabra solution (8.10) to
the two-centered Klemm-Sabra solution which denotes two rotating black holes with the
mass parameters m1; m2 and the angular momentum parameters j1; j2 at the early time,
ds2 =  H 2

d + dxaJ ba @bK
2
+ Hdx  dx; (8.27)
with
H =  +
m1
jx   x1j2
+
m2
jx   x2j2
; (8.28)
K =
j1=2
jx   x1j2
+
j2=2
jx   x2j2
; (8.29)
where J is a complex structure, x = (x; y; z; w), xi (i = 1; 2) are the position vectors in
E4 and mi, ji are positive constants. The “mapping rule” for this solution (8.27) becomes
as follows; At the early time, there are two rotating black holes specified by (m1; j1) and
(m2; j2). At the late time, there is a single rotating black hole specified by (m1+m2; j1+ j2).
Here, to compare our solution (8.4) with this solution (8.27), we restrict ourselves to
the solution (8.27) with the same mass parameters m = m1 = m2 and the same angular
momentum parameters j = j1 = j2. According to this “mapping rule”, we discuss types of
process by using dimensionless parameters m2 and j2=m3. These parameters are mapped
as (m2; j2=m3) !

2m2; ( j2=m3)=2

(see FIG.7).
Any solutions lying in the region ODEC describe a regular initial condition that there
exist two isolated apparent horizons. In contrast, according to the above “mapping rule”,
any solutions lying in the region OGKL describe a single rotating black hole with the
S3 horizon at the late time. So, any solutions lying in the region OGHC describe a co-
alescence of two rotating black holes. There are four types of regions, namely, OGHC,
GDEH, CHKL and outside of DEHKL. These regions correspond to the four kinds of
process. The blue dashed arrows represent typical processes.
The process a ! a0describes the situation such that two rotating black holes with the
S3 horizon coalesce and convert into a single rotating black hole with the S3 horizon. The
arrow b ! b0describes the situation such that there are two isolated apparent horizons
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at the early time, and there exist a naked singularity at the late time. The process c !
c0describes the situation such that there is not an apparent horizon and CTCs appear at the
early time, and at the late time, there exist a single rotating black hole with the S3 horizon
and there is no CTC outside the horizon.
Figure 7: This figure shows typical processes described by the two-centered Klemm-
Sabra solutions (8.27).
8.3.3 Typical Processes in Our Solutions
Our solutions (8.4) also describe similar processes to those described by the two-centered
Klemm-Sabra solution (8.27). Now, we compare our cases with the two-centered Klemm-
Sabra’s cases. We restrict ourselves to the solution (8.4) with the same mass parameters
m = m1 = m2. According to the “mapping rule” of our solutions (8.4), the dimensionless
parameters m2 and j2=m3 are mapped as (m2; j2=m3) !

4m2; j2=m3

(see FIG.8).
As shown in FIG.8, any solutions lying in the region ODEC describe a regular initial
condition that there exist two isolated apparent horizons. In contrast, according to the
“mapping rule” of our solution (8.4), any solutions lying in the region OAFC describe
a single rotating black hole with the S3=Z2 horizon at the late time. So, any solutions
lying in the region OABC describe a coalescence of two rotating black holes. There are
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four types of regions, namely, OABC, ADEB, CBF and outside of DEBFC. These regions
correspond to the four kinds of process. The red dashed arrows represent typical processes.
The process d ! d0describes the situation such that two rotating black holes with the
S3 horizon coalesce and convert into a single rotating black hole with the S3=Z2 horizon.
The arrow e ! e0describes the situation such that there are two isolated apparent horizons
at the early time, and there exist a naked singularity at the late time. The process f !
f 0describes the situation such that there is not an apparent horizon and CTCs appear at the
early time, while at the late time, there exist a single rotating black hole with the S3=Z2
horizon and there is no CTC outside the horizon.
Figure 8: This figure shows typical processes described by our solutions (8.4).
From above discussions, there is the featuring dierence in the “mapping rules” be-
tween our solution (8.4) and the two-centered Klemm-Sabra solution (8.27) in the region
BHKLCF in FIG.9. At the early time, both solutions in this region have no apparent hori-
zon. At the late time, the two-centered Klemm-Sabra solution (8.27) describes a single
rotating black hole with the S3 horizon while our solution (8.4) describes a naked singu-
larity.
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Figure 9: This figure shows the superposition of FIG.7 and FIG.8.
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8.3.4 Consistency of “Mapping Rules”
When one compare the “mapping rules” between for our solutions and for the two-centered
Klemm-Sabra solutions, at the first sight, the “mapping rule” (m; j) ! (4m; 8 j) for our
solutions seems to be inconsistent with the conservation laws of the angular momentum.
Further, in the  ! 0 limit, since there exists the timelike Killing vector field @=@, the to-
tal energy is also conserved. Hence, let us check the consistency between the conservation
laws and the “mapping rules” in the  ! 0 limit.
As discussed in the previous section, we suppose that each black hole on the flat space
has the same mass, angular momentum and horizon area as that on the Eguchi-Hanson
space at the early time. Then, the total mass and angular momentum at the early time, M(e)
and J(e), for two black holes on the flat space and on the Eguchi-Hanson space are given
by
M(e)Flat = M
(e)
EH = 2 
3m
8G5
AS3 ; (8.30)
J(e)Flat = J
(e)
EH =  2 
j
4G5
AS3 ; (8.31)
where it is noted that J(e)Flat and J
(e)
EH are the angular momenta associated with the Killing
vector field @=@ . Of course, these amounts are conserved during the processes, i.e., the
total mass and the angular momentum at the late time, M(l) and J(l), become M(l) = M(e)
and J(l) = J(e). Then M(l) and J(l) for a single black hole on the flat space and on the
Eguchi-Hanson space are given by
M(l)Flat = M
(l)
EH =
3m
4G5
AS3 ; (8.32)
J(l)Flat = J
(l)
EH =  
j
2G5
AS3 : (8.33)
On the other hand, according to the “mapping rule” of the two-centered Klemm-Sabra
solutions (8.27) in the  ! 0 limit, the mass and the angular momentum of a single
rotating black hole with the parameters (2m; 2 j) after the coalescence are given by
M(l)Flat =
3  2m
8G5
AS3 =
3m
4G5
AS3 ; (8.34)
J(l)Flat =  
2 j
4G5
AS3 =   j2G5 AS3 : (8.35)
According to the “mapping rule” of our solutions (8.4) in the  ! 0 limit, while the mass
and the angular momentum of a single rotating black hole with the parameters (4m; 8 j)
after the coalescence are given by
M(l)EH =
3  4m
8G5
AS3
2
=
3m
4G5
AS3 ; (8.36)
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J(l)EH =  
8 j=2
4G5
AS3
2
=   j
2G5
AS3 ; (8.37)
where the factor 1=2 in 8 j=2 of Eq.(8.37) reflects that the Killing vector field we used to
compute the angular momentum is @=@ rather than @=@( =2), and the factor 1=2 in AS3=2
reflect that the spatial infinity is topologically the lens space S3=Z2. Then, we see that
M(l)Flat = M
(l)
EH from (8.34), (8.36) and J(l)Flat = J(l)EH from (8.35), (8.37). These relations are
same as (8.32) and (8.33), respectively. Thus, the “mapping rule” of our solutions (8.4)
means only the conservation laws of mass and angular momentum in the  ! 0 case.
8.3.5 Comparison of Horizon Areas
We compare the area of a single rotating black hole formed by the coalescence of two
rotating black holes at the late time. We assume that each black hole in our solution
(8.4) has the same mass, angular momentum and horizon area as that in the two-centered
Klemm-Sabra solution at the early time. Then, using the equation (8.24), we compute
below the change in the horizon area due to the coalescence. The horizon areas in the
two-centered Klemm-Sabra solutions and our solutions at the early time, A(e)Flat and A
(e)
EH,
are given by
A(e)Flat = A
(e)
EH = 2 
2

x+(m; j)AS3 : (8.38)
On the other hand, according to the “mapping rules” of both solutions, the horizon
areas at the late time, A(l)Flat and A
(l)
EH, are given by
A(l)Flat =
2

x+(2m; 2 j)AS3 ; (8.39)
A(l)EH =
2

x+(4m; 8 j) AS32 ; (8.40)
respectively. Note the factor 1=2 in the equation (8.40) reflects the fact that the black hole
at the late time after coalescence of two black holes is topologically the lens space S3=Z2.
Now, we consider the ratio of horizon areas at the early time to at the late time A(l)
.
A(e)
in both solutions. The dependence of the ratio on (m2; j2=m3) in the two-centered Klemm-
Sabra solution is shown in FIG.10. The same in our solution is shown in FIG.11. In all
regions, A(l)Flat
.
A(e)Flat > 1 and A
(l)
EH
.
A(e)EH > 1. This means that the horizon areas increase
by the coalescence. Qualitative behavior of the ratio near the boundary GH in FIG.10 is
similar to that near the boundary AB in FIG.11.
However, the behaviors of the ratio near OC are dierent. Here, we focus on the
behaviors in  ! 0 limit. From FIG.10, the ratio
A(l)Flat
A(e)Flat

!0
=
s
2   j2=m3
1   j2=m3 (8.41)
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depends on the ratio j2=m3 along the line OC. In contrast, from FIG.11, the ratio of horizon
is independent of the ratio j2=m3, i.e.,
A(l)EH
A(e)EH

!0
= 2 (8.42)
on the line OC.
Figure 10: This figure shows the dependence of the ratio A(l)Flat
.
A(e)Flat on m
2 (horizontal
axis) and j2=m3 (vertical axis). The curves in this figure denote A(l)Flat
.
A(e)Flat = const.
In turn, to clarify the dierences in the ratio of the horizon areas of the two-centered
Klemm-Sabra solution to that of our solution, we consider the ratio A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat. FIG.12
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Figure 11: This figure shows the dependence of the ratio A(l)EH
.
A(e)EH on m
2 (horizontal
axis) and j2=m3 (vertical axis). The curves in this figure denote A(l)EH
.
A(e)EH = const.
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shows the dependence of A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat on (m2, j2=m3). FIG.13 and FIG.14 show the be-
haviors of A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat along the two boundaries, the line OA and the line OC, respectively.
FIG.13 corresponds to the j = 0 case which was discussed in [42, 43]. In the non-rotating
case, the ratio always satisfies
p
2 <
A(l)EH
A(l)Flat
< 4: (8.43)
However, in the rotating case, there is the case such that
0 <
A(l)EH
A(l)Flat
<
p
2 (8.44)
in the region OS C in FIG.12.
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Figure 12: This figure shows the dependence of the ratio A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat on m
2 (horizontal
axis) and j2=m3 (vertical axis). The curves in this figure denote A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat = const. Here,
the ratio of horizon area becomes 0 < A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat <
p
2 in the region OS C. This behavior
is one of the unique properties of the solution (8.4) with a presence of rotations.
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Figure 13: This figure shows the dependence of A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat
 j!0 on m2 on the line OA.
We see that A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat
 j!0 is as same as in the non-rotating case [42, 43].
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Figure 14: This figure shows that the dependence of A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat

!0
on j2=m3 on the line
OC. For large angular momenta, i.e., 2=3 < j2=m3 < 1, the area of black hole horizon
after coalescence on the Eguchi-Hanson space is smaller than that on the flat space, i.e.,
0 < A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat < 1.
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9 Summary and Discussion
We consider the coalescence of rotating multi-black holes in the five-dimensional Einstein-
Maxwell system with a Chern-Simons term and a cosmological constant. In this paper, we
focus on the black hole solutions with non-trivial asymptotic structures. These solutions
are the asymptotically locally flat, i.e., a twisted constant size S 1 fiber bundle over the four-
dimensional Minkowski spacetime, and the asymptotically locally Euclidean, i.e., the lens
space L(n; 1) = S3=Zn.
In the section 2, we review some five-dimensional stationary black hole solutions,
for example, the Myers-Perry black holes [13] and the Breckenridge-Myers-Peet-Vafa
(BMPV) black holes [17]. They are regular black hole solutions, i.e., there is no naked
singularity and no closed time like curve (CTC) outside the horizon. These solutions
asymptote to the five-dimensional Minkowski spacetime at the spatial infinity.
In the section 3, we study the geometry of a charged static black hole in the five-
dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory [1]. The horizons of the black holes have the form
of a squashed S 3, and the spacetime is asymptotically locally flat; i.e., it asymptotically
approaches a twisted S 1 bundle over the four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. In other
words, the spacetime is that of a five-dimensional Kaluza-Klein black hole.
The solutions presented in the section 3 are characterized by three parameters: the size
of the S 1 fiber at the infinity, the size of the inner horizon, and the size of the outer horizon.
The singularity of the present static solution is hidden in the horizons, which are deformed
owing to the non-trivial asymptotic structure. This contrasts with the fact that horizons are
deformed by the rotation of rotating black holes. We also discuss some limiting cases of
the solutions.
In the section 4, we constructed the Kaluza-Klein multi-black hole solutions on the
nuts of the Gibbons-Hawking space [33] as one of the generalizations of the Kaluza-Klein
black hole solutions represented in the section 3. We also investigated the properties of
these solutions, in particular, the regularity, the geometry near horizon and the asymptotic
structure. One of the most interesting properties is that the possible spatial topology of the
horizon of each black hole is the lens space S3=Zni , where the natural number ni is related
with the value Ni of each nut charge by Ni = L=2ni. The spatial infinity has the structure
of a twisted S 1 bundle over S 2 such that it is a lens space L(Pi ni; 1).
In the section 5, we have constructed the multi-black hole solution on the self-dual
Gibbons-Hawking space in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory with a positive
cosmological constant [34]. In particular, we have studied the solution on the self-dual
Taub-NUT base space in expanding phase and given an extension of space-time which
describes a black hole space-time. We have also investigated the geometrical structure
of the space-time within the certain range of the parameters. In the neighborhood of the
event horizon, the metric of our solution is equal to that of the five-dimensional Reissner-
Nordstro¨m de-Sitter solution. Therefore, the spatial topology of a black hole horizon is S3.
The asymptotic structure is described by the GPS monopole with a positive cosmological
constant. Remarkably, the solution has no timelike Killing vector in even a single black
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hole case and a cosmological GPS-monopole case, unlike the Kastor-Traschen solution,
which reduces to the static Reissner Nordstro¨m-de Sitter solution in a single black hole
case.
Though it is expected that the boundaries of the chart,  =  1 with R = 0 and  = 0
with R = 1, should be extended, we do not have successful attempts in extending the
spacetime across the surfaces. It is an open issue and may be interesting as a future work.
In the section 5, we have focused on the single horizon solution. While it is expected
that the multi-black hole solution describe coalescing black holes. The global structure
on higher-dimensional Kastor-Traschen solutions, which describe coalescing multi-black
holes, is discussed in Ref. [63]. This case in our solution will be discussed in a future
article.
In the section 6, we have constructed a pair of non-rotating static black hole solutions
on the four-dimensional Eguchi-Hanson base space in addition to the Taub-NUT base
space [35]. We see that the topology of each black hole horizon is a lens space L(n; 1) =
S 2=Zn, in addition to S 3, as same as the solutions in the section 4. However, the multi-
black hole solutions in the section 6 asymptote to a locally Euclidean space, i.e., the lens
space L(2n; 1), at the spatial infinity.
In the section 7, we review non-rotating multi-black hole solutions on the Eguchi-
Hanson space in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory with a positive cosmolog-
ical constant [42]. We study the properties of the solution in the two black holes case.
We see that the solutions describe the physical process such that two non-rotating black
holes with the horizon topologies of S 3 coalesce and convert into a single non-rotating
black hole with the horizon topology of the lens space L(2; 1) = S3=Z2. We compare these
coalescence processes with those of the five-dimensional Kastor-Traschen solutions which
describe the coalescence of two non-rotating black holes with the horizon topologies of S3
into a single rotating black hole with the horizon topology of S3.
In order to know what the asymptotic structure our living world admits, it is important
to clarify the dierence between phenomena which occur in spacetimes with a variety
of asymptotic structures. We discuss how the horizon area of the single black hole after
the coalescence depends on the asymptotic structures. The result suggests that if we can
detect the areas after the coalescence of higher dimensional two black holes, we would
obtain information as to the asymptotic structure. Namely, if we find that the total area
of two black holes at the early time and that at the late time after the coalescence, we can
know what the asymptotic structure is.
It is also important to study the coalescence of black holes with compact extra dimen-
sions. As seen in the section 5, we are successful in constructing multi-black hole solutions
on the multi-centered-Taub-NUT space [34] with a positive cosmological constant, which
would be useful for the study.
In the section 8, we have constructed new charged rotating multi-black hole solu-
tions on the Eguchi-Hanson space in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell system with
a Chern-Simons term and a positive cosmological constant [45]. These solutions have
the mass parameter mi for each black hole and the common angular momentum param-
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eter j. In the case of two black holes with m1 = m2 = m for simplicity, by virtue of
the positive cosmological constant, these solutions within some region of the parameters
(m; j) describe the situation such that two rotating black holes with the S3 horizon coa-
lesce and convert into a single rotating black hole with the S3=Z2 horizon. On the other
hand, two-centered Klemm-Sabra solutions describe the physical situation such that two
rotating black holes with the S3 horizon coalesce into a single rotating black hole with the
S3 horizon.
We have also discussed the dierence in the horizon area between our solutions and
the two-centered Klemm-Sabra solutions. We have set the same initial condition in both
solutions as follows: two black holes have the same masses and angular momenta. In
the non-rotating case discussed in the section 7, the ratio of the horizon areas of black
hole after coalescence is
p
2 < A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat < 4 [42, 43]. In contrast, for the large angular
momentum in the rotating case, there is the region of parameters where the ratio of the
horizon areas becomes 0 < A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat <
p
2.
Both solutions in the section 8 describe the coalescence of rotating black holes by
virtue of a positive cosmological constant. Nevertheless, in the  ! 0 limit, our results
would suggest some information about the coalescence of two rotating supersymmetric
black holes on the flat space (BMPV solutions) and on the Eguchi-Hanson space. There-
fore, let us discuss the limit  ! 0. Two rotating supersymmetric black holes character-
ized by the parameters (m; j) with a total horizon area A(e) coalesce into a single rotating
supersymmetric black hole with a horizon area A(l)Flat =
p
(2m3   j2)=(m3   j2)A(e)Flat on the
flat space, while on the Eguchi-Hanson space A(l)EH = 2A
(e)
EH, which is independent of the
parameters (m; j). If 2=3 < j2=m3 < 1, the area of black hole horizon after the coalescence
on the Eguchi-Hanson space is smaller than that on the flat space, i.e., 0 < A(l)EH
.
A(l)Flat < 1.
Finally, we mention that one can generalize our solution (8.4) to the cosmological
multi-black hole solutions on the Gibbons-Hawking multi-instanton space [54], which is
one of the Ricci flat spaces, by replacing the harmonics in (8.7), (8.8) and (8.9) by
H =  +
X
i
Mi
jr   rij ; V
 1 =  +
X
i
Ni
jr   rij ; (9.1)
and
! =
X
i
Ni(z   zi)
jr   rij
(x   xi)dy   (y   yi)dx
(x   xi)2 + (y   yi)2 ; (9.2)
respectively. Here, the constant  takes the value 0 or 1. Black hole solutions on the
multi-centered Eguchi-Hanson spaces are obtained by  = 0 with the sum i  2. Black
hole solutions on the multi-centered-Taub-NUT spaces are obtained by  = 1 with the
sum i  1. These solutions include some previously known solutions, i.e., cosmological
non-rotating multi-black hole solutions on the multi-centered-Taub-NUT space [34] and
rotating multi-black hole solutions on the multi-centered-Taub-NUT space with no cos-
mological constant [32]. We will study the coalescence of rotating multi-black holes on
the multi-centered-Taub-NUT space in near future.
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A Supersymmetric Solutions in the Five-dimensional Min-
imal Supergravity Theory
The bosonic sector of the five-dimensional minimal supergravity theory corresponds to the
Einstein-Maxwell system with a Chern-Simon term whose action is given by
S = 1
16G5
Z
d5x
p g
"
R   FF + 2
3
p
3
p g 1 AFF# ; (A.1)
where R is the five dimensional scalar curvature, F = d A is the 2-form of the five-
dimensional gauge field associated with the gauge potential 1-form A and G5 is the five-
dimensional Newton constant.
Following the reference [31], all supersymmetric solutions of the five-dimensional
minimal supergravity theory have a non-spacelike Killing vector field.
In a region where the Killing vector field @=@t is timelike, the forms of the metric and
the gauge potential are given by
ds2 =   H 2 (dt + !)2 + Hds2B; (A.2)
A =
p
3
2
h
H 1 (dt + !)   
i
; (A.3)
respectively, where ds2B is a metric of a hyper-Ka¨hler space B. The scalar function H, the
one-forms ! and  on B are given by
4H =49
 
G+
2
; (A.4)
dG+ =0; (A.5)
d =23G
+: (A.6)
Here, 4 is the Laplacian on B and the two-form G+ is the self-dual part of the one-form
H 1! = G+ +G ; (A.7)
which is given by
G+ := 1
2
H 1 (d! + d!) ; (A.8)
where  
G+
2
:=
1
2
GmnGmn (A.9)
and  denotes the Hodge dual operator on B.
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Since @=@t is a Killing vector field associated with the time translation, all components
does not depend on the time coordinate t. In this paper, as the base space B, we consider
the Gibbons-Hawking metric, which is given by
ds2B = Hk (dx  dx) + H 1k (d + ')2 ; (A.10)
where Hk is a harmonic function on the three-dimensional Euclid space E3. Here, the
one-form ' is determined by the relation
r  ' = rHk; (A.11)
and @=@ is a Killing vectors with closed orbits on the base space B.
If the Killing vector @=@ is also a Killing vector field of the full five-dimensional
spacetime, i.e., if H and ! are independent of , H and ! can be solved explicitly. The
one-forms ! and  can be written in the form
! =!0 (d + ') + !˜; (A.12)
 =0 (d + ') + ˜; (A.13)
The functions H, !0 and 0 are written as
H =H 1k K
2 + L; (A.14)
!0 =H 2k K
3 +
3
2
H 1k KL + M; (A.15)
0 =H 1k K; (A.16)
where K, L and M are arbitrary harmonic functions on E3. The one-forms !˜ and ˜ are
determined by the equations
d!˜ = 
"
HkdM   MdHk + 32 (KdL   LdK)
#
; (A.17)
d ˜ =   dK; (A.18)
where  denotes the Hodge dual on a three dimensional Euclid space with the form of the
metric,
dx  dx = dr2 + r2

d2 + sin2 d2

: (A.19)
In this paper, we restrict the form of Hk to
Hk = +
X
i
Q(i)k
ai
; (A.20)
where Q(i)k are constants and ai =
~r   ~ai. ~r denotes a position vector on E3 and all ~ai
denote the locations of nuts, which mean zeros of a Killing vector field.
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Here, let us assume that all point sources ~ai are on the z-axis on E3, and then
ai =
q
r2 + a2i + 2rai cos : (A.21)
Especially, if all point sources of the harmonics Hk are located on the z-axis in E3, i.e.,
~ai = (0; 0; ai), the one-form ' takes the form
' =
2666664X
i
Q(i)k (r cos  + ai)
ai
3777775 d: (A.22)
If we assume that all point sources of three harmonic functions K; L and M also exist on
z-axis, they are given by
K =k0 +
X
i
ki
Ri
; (A.23)
L =l0 +
X
i
li
Ri
; (A.24)
M =m0 +
X
i
mi
Ri
; (A.25)
where Ri are given by
Ri :=
q
r2 + R2i + 2Rir cos : (A.26)
Then, the one-forms !˜ = !˜d and ˜ = ˜d are computed as
!˜ =
X
i; j
Q(i)k m j
ai

r cos  + R j

+ r

r + R j cos 

ai   R j

aiR j
+
X
i, j
3
2
kil j
Ri

r cos  + R j

+ r

r + R j cos 

Ri   R j

RiR j
+
X
i
"
mi +
3
2
(k0li   l0ki)
#
r cos  + Ri
Ri
 
X
i
Q(i)k m0
r cos  + ai
ai
+C!; (A.27)
˜ =  
X
i
ki
r cos  + Ri
Ri
+C; (A.28)
where C! and C are arbitrary constants. We can always put C = 0 from the freedom of
the gauge.
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Some previously known supersymmetric black ring solutions are lying in this class of
the solutions. For example, the (multi-)black ring solutions on the flat base space with
 = 0; Q(1) > 0; Q(i) = 0 (i = 2;    ) were constructed by Elvang et.al. [18] and Gauntlett
et.al. [64]. The black ring solutions on the self-dual Taub-NUT base space with  =
1; Q(1) > 0; Q(i) = 0 (i = 2;    ) were constructed by Bena et.al. [65]. The black ring
solutions on the Eguchi-Hanson base space with  = 0; Q(1)k = Q(2)k = a=8; Q(i)k = 0 (i  3)
and ~a1 =  ~a2 = (0; 0; a) are given in [36].
In the section 8, we especially focus on the coalescence of two rotating black holes on
the Eguchi-Hanson base space. One can obtain such solutions in the zero-cosmological
constant limit (setting  to be  +  1 and taking the limit  ! 0) by taking the constants
as
 = 0; Q(1)k = Q(2)k = N; Q( j)k = 0 ( j  3); Ri = ai;
ki = 0 (i  0); l0 = 1; li = Mi (i = 1; 2); l j = 0 ( j  3);
m0 = 0; m1 = m2 = N; m j = 0 ( j  3): (A.29)
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B Generalizations of Squashed Kaluza-Klein Black Hole
Solutions
In this appendix B, using the “squashing transformation”, we construct a new charged
rotating Kaluza-Klein black hole solution in the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell the-
ory with a Chern-Simon term [66], which is one of the rotating generalizations of the
Kaluza-Klein black hole solution in the section 3 [1]. The features of the solutions are
also investigated. The spacetime is asymptotically locally flat, i.e., it asymptotes to a
twisted S1 bundle over the four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. The solution describe
a non-BPS black hole rotating in the direction of the extra dimension. The solutions have
the limits to the supersymmetric black hole solutions, a new extreme non-BPS black hole
solutions and a new rotating non-BPS black hole solution with a constant twisted S1 fiber.
We note that Wang proposed that a kind of Kaluza-Klein black hole solutions can be
generated by the “squashing transformation” from black holes with asymptotic flatness
[22]. In fact, Wang regenerated the five-dimensional Kaluza-Klein black hole solution
found by Dobiasch and Maison [20,21] from the five-dimensional Myers-Perry black hole
solution with two equal angular momenta. Indeed, as seen later, the solution generated by
Wang coincides with the solution in Ref. [20, 21].
B.1 Vacuum Rotating Solutions
We review one of the generalizations of squashed Kaluza-Klein black hole solutions in
[22–24] which are based on the vacuum black hole solution (3.55).
For later convenience, we focus on the rotating generalization done by Wang [22].
Wang constructed a vacuum stationary solution which describe a rotating Kaluza-Klein
black hole with the squashed horizons [22]. Wang applied a squashing transformation to
the five-dimensional Myers-Perry solution with two equal angular momenta. The resultant
form of the metric is given by
ds2 =  dt2 + m
r2 + a2

dt   a
2

2
+


˜k2dr2 + r
2 + a2
4

˜kd
2S 2 + 
2

; (B.1)
where
(r) = r2

r2 + a2

; (r) =

r2 + a2
2   mr2; ˜k(r) = r21 + a22   mr21 
r21   r2
2 : (B.2)
and m; a = const. The new parameter a is related to the rotation.
One of features of the squashing transformation is appearance of the function ˜k(r)
in the metric (B.1). Indeed, in the limit r1 ! 1, ˜k(r) takes a single value 1 and the
metric (B.1) reduces to that of the five-dimensional Kerr black hole with two equal angular
momenta.
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The curvature singularity exists at r = 0. In order to see the asymptotic behavior of
this solution (B.1), we introduce new coordinates as
t˜ =
s 
r21 + a2
2   mr21 
r21 + a2
2
+ ma2
t;  = 0
r2
r21   r2
; ˜ =    2am 
r21 + a2
2
+ ma2
t; (B.3)
with
20 =
˜k(0)
4

r21 + a
2

: (B.4)
In the region r ' r1 (equivalently  ' 1), the metric (B.1) takes the form of
ds2 '  dt˜2 + d2 + 2d
2S 2 +

r21 + a
2
2
+ ma2
4
 
r21 + a2
 d ˜ + cos d2 : (B.5)
This asymptotic form of the metric reveals that the solution (B.1) is asymptotically locally
flat, that is, a twisted constant size S 1 fiber bundle over the four-dimensional Minkowski
spacetime, as same as in the case of the charged static Kaluza-Klein black hole solutions
(3.16). We see that the size of the S 1 fiber at the spatial infinity is given by
r˜21 =

r21 + a
2
2
+ ma2
r21 + a2
(B.6)
rather than a single parameter r1.
If the parameters m and a satisfy the relation such as m > 4a2 then the global geometry
described by the solution (B.1) gives a regular rotating black hole with the outer and inner
horizons
rH =
p
m
2
0BBBBB@1 
r
1   4a
2
m
1CCCCCA ; (B.7)
where  (rH) = 0. To remove these apparent singularities at r = rH in the metric (B.1),
we introduce new coordinates as
dv = dt + ˜k

r2 + a2
2 4 1dr; d ¯ = d + 2a˜k r2 + a22 4 1dr: (B.8)
In these new coordinates, we rewrite the form of the metric (B.1) as
ds2 =   dv2 + m
r2 + a2

dv   a
2
 d ¯ + cos d2 + 2˜k dv   a
2
 d ¯ + cos d dr
+
r2 + a2
4
h
˜kd
2S 2 +
 d ¯ + cos d2i : (B.9)
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The metric (B.9) is now regular at r = rH. From (B.9), we write down the Killing vector
field of the horizon rH+ as
 = 0

@v + 
H@ ¯ 

; (B.10)
where
0 =
s 
r21 + a2
2
+ ma2 
r21 + a2
2   mr21 ; 
H = 2ar2H+ + a2 ; (B.11)
denote a normalization constant of  at the spatial infinity and the angular velocity at the
horizon rH+, respectively. From the form of the metric (B.1), this Killing vector field
(B.10) takes the form of
 = 0

@t + 
H@ 

: (B.12)
The induced metrics on the spatial cross sections of the outer and inner horizons r =
rH become
ds2

rH
=
m
4
"
rHp
m
˜k(rH)d
2S 2 + 2
#
; (B.13)
which implies the shapes of horizons are the squashed S 3. When the parameter r1 takes
the special values as
r21 = rH
 p
m
rH
rH
  rH
!
; (B.14)
we see that, from (B.13), the shapes of horizons rH become a round S 3, as same as that
in the case of the above r1 ! 1 limit.
Of course, the metric (B.1) reduces to (3.55) in the limit a ! 0 with m ! r2+, and
that of the five-dimensional Kerr black hole with two equal angular momenta in the limit
r1 ! 1. In the latter limit, since the function ˜k(r) becomes a value 1, we see that, from
(B.13), the shapes of horizons r = rH are still the squashed S 3 for the the presence of the
rotation parameter a.
Note, this stationary solution (B.1) is equivalent to the black hole solution by Dobiasch
and Maison [20]. Rasheed extended the rotating solution in [20] to the rotating solution
with two independent angular momenta [67] whose form of the metric is
ds2 =   f
2
B

dt + !0d
2
+
B
A
C
B

dt + !0d

+ 2Pd + !5d
2
+ A
 
dR2
¯4 + d
2 +
¯4
f 2 sin
2 d2
!
; (B.15)
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where
¯4 = R2   2MR + P2 + Q2   2 + 2; (B.16)
f 2 = R2   2MR + P2 + Q2   2 + 2 cos2 ; (B.17)
A =
 
R   p
3
!2
  2P
2
   p3M + 
2 cos2  +
2JPQ cos 
M + =
p
3
2   Q2 ; (B.18)
B =
 
R +
p
3
!2
  2Q
2
 +
p
3M
+ 2 cos2    2JPQ cos 
M   =p3
2   P2 ; (B.19)
C = 2Q
 
R   p
3
!
 
2JP cos 

M + =
p
3


M   =p3
2   P2 ; (B.20)
!0 =
2J sin2 
f 2
2666666664R   M +

M2 + 2   P2   Q2
 
M + =
p
3


M + =
p
3
2   Q2
3777777775 ; (B.21)
!5 =
2P ¯4
f 2 cos   
2JQ sin2 
h
M   =p3

R + M=
p
3 + 2   P2   Q2
i
f 2

M + =
p
3
2   Q2 ; (B.22)
with the relation between parameters M; P; Q; ; J and ,
P2
   p3M +
Q2
 +
p
3M
=
2
3; (B.23)
J2 = 2

M + =
p
3
2   Q2 M   =p32   P2
M2 + 2   P2   Q2 : (B.24)
One can derive the solution in [20] (equivalently, the  ! 0 limit of (B.15)) from (B.1)
by the coordinate transformation as follows;
R   M =
q 
r21 + a2
 h 
r21 + a2
2   mr21i
2r21
26666664 r2r21   r2 +
a2

r21 + a
2

  mr21=2 
r21 + a2
2   mr21
37777775 ; (B.25)
M +
p
3
=
m
4

r21 + a
2
2   ma2 
r21 + a2
2
+ ma2
s
r21 + a2 
r21 + a2
2   mr21 ; (B.26)
P =
1
4
s 
r21 + a2
2
+ ma2
r21 + a2
; (B.27)
Q = am
2
r21 + a
2 
r21 + a2
2
+ ma2
: (B.28)
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B.2 Charged Rotating Solutions
B.2.1 Solution
In the metric of squashing Kaluza-Klein black hole in ref. [1], a function of the radial
coordinate k(r), which describes the squashing of the horizons, appears. Wang pointed
out that the function k(r) would give a transformation from asymptotically flat solutions
to Kaluza-Klein type solutions. Wang calls this squashing transformation.
Applying the squashing transformation to the non-BPS charged rotating black hole
solution found by Cvetic et.al. [68], we construct a new charged, rotating Kaluza-Klein
black hole solution to the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory with a Chern-Simon
term. The metric and the gauge potential of the solution are given by
ds2 =  wh dt
2 + k2 dr
2
w
+
r2
4
h
k

21 + 
2
2

+ h ( f dt + 3)2
i
; (B.29)
and
A =
p
3q
2r2

dt   a
2
3

; (B.30)
respectively, where the metric functions w(r); h(r); f (r) and k(r) are defined as
w(r) = (r
2 + q)2   2(m + q)(r2   a2)
r4
; (B.31)
h(r) = 1   a
2q2
r6
+
2a2(m + q)
r4
; (B.32)
f (r) =   2a
r2h(r)
 
2m + q
r2
  q
2
r4
!
; (B.33)
k(r) = (r
2
1 + q)2   2(m + q)(r21   a2)
(r21   r2)2
; (B.34)
and the left-invariant 1-forms on S3 are given by
1 = cos d + sin sin d; (B.35)
2 =   sin d + cos sin d; (B.36)
3 = d + cos d: (B.37)
The coordinates r; ;  and  run the ranges of 0 < r < r1, 0   < , 0   < 2,
0   < 4, respectively. In the case of k(r) = 1, i.e., r1 ! 1, the metric coincides with
that of the Cvetic et.al.’s solution without a cosmological constant [68]. In this subsection
B.2, we assume that the parameters a;m; q; and r1 appearing in the solutions satisfy the
inequalities
m > 0; (B.38)
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q2 + 2(m + q)a2 > 0; (B.39)
(r21 + q)2   2(m + q)(r21   a2) > 0; (B.40)
(m + q)(m   q   2a2) > 0; (B.41)
m + q > 0: (B.42)
As will be explained later, the inequalities (B.38)-(B.41) are the conditions for the exis-
tence of two horizons, and the condition (B.42) is the requirement for the absence of closed
timelike curves outside the outer horizon. FIG.15 shows the region of the parameters.
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Figure 15: Region of the parameters in the (q;m)-plane.
B.2.2 Features of the solutions
Asymptotic form In the coordinate system (t; r; ; ;  ), the metric diverges at r = r1
but we see that this is an apparent singularity and corresponds to the spatial infinity. To
confirm this, introduce a new coordinate defined by
 = 0
r2
r21   r2
; (B.43)
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where the constant 0 is given by
20 =
(r21 + q)2   2(m + q)(r21   a2)
4r21
: (B.44)
In terms of the coordinate , the metric is written as follows
ds2 =  V()dt2 + 2H()dt3 + U()d2 + ( + 0)(21 + 22) +W()23; (B.45)
where the functions V(); H(); U() and W() are given by
V() =

(r21 + q) + 0q
2   2(m + q)r21( + 0)
r412
; (B.46)
H() =
a( + 0)

(q2   (2m + q)r21)) + q20

2r412
; (B.47)
U() = 4r
2
1
2
0( + 0)
(q2 + 2a2(m + q))( + 0)2   2mr21( + 0) + r412
; (B.48)
W() =
r61
3   a2( + 0)2

(q2   2(m + q)r21) + q20

4r412( + 0)
: (B.49)
This new radial coordinate  runs from 0 into 1. For  ! 1, which corresponds to
the limit of r ! r1, the metric behaves as
ds2 '   (r
2
1 + q)2   2(m + q)r21
r41
dt2 +
a(q2   (2m + q)r21)
r41
dt3 (B.50)
+d2 + 2(21 + 22) +
r61   a2(q2   2(m + q)r21)
4r41
23: (B.51)
Next in order to transform the asymptotic frame into the rest frame, we define the coordi-
nates (t˜; ˜ ) given by
˜ =  +
2a(q2   (2m + q)r21)
r61   a2(q2   2(m + q)r21)
t; (B.52)
t˜ =
s
4r4120
r61   a2(q2   2(m + q)r21)
t: (B.53)
Then the metric takes the following asymptotic form
ds2 '  dt˜2 + d2 + 2(21 + 22) + L2˜23; (B.54)
where ˜3 = d ˜ + cos d and the size of extra dimension L is given by
L2 =
r61   a2(q2   2(m + q)r21)
4r41
: (B.55)
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It should be noted that the coecient of ˜23 approaches a constant. Hence the spacetime
is asymptotically locally flat, i.e., the asymptotic form of the metric is a twisted S1 bundle
over four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime.
The Komar mass at the infinity, the angular momenta associated with the Killing vector
fields @ and @ at the infinity, and the electric charge can be obtained as
M = 
2r61(mr21   q2)   2a4(m + q)q2   a2(q4   4mq2r21 + (4m2 + 4mq + 3q2)r41)
2r21(r61   a2(q2   2(m + q)r21))0
L;
(B.56)
J = 0; (B.57)
J =  a(a
2q3 + 3q2r41   2(2m + q)r61)
4r41
p
r61   a2(q2   2(m + q)r21)
L; (B.58)
Q =  
p
3
2
q: (B.59)
Near-Horizon geometry and regularity As is seen later, the solution within the region
of the parameters in FIG.15 has two horizons, an event horizon at r = r+ > 0 and an inner
horizon at r = r  > 0, which are determined by the equation w(r) = 0, where r are given
by
r2 = m 
p
(m + q)(m   q   2a2): (B.60)
In the coordinate system (t; r; ; ;  ), the metric diverges at r = r+ and r = r  but these
are apparent. In order to remove this apparent divergence, we introduce the coordinates
(t0;  0) such that
dt = dt0 +
p
h(r)k(r)
w(r) dr; (B.61)
d = d 0  
p
h(r) f (r)k(r)
w(r) dr: (B.62)
Then the metric takes the form of
ds2 =  w(r)h(r) dt
02   2k(r)p
h(r)dt
0dr + r
2
4

k(r)(21 + 22) + h(r)
  f (r)dt0 + 032: (B.63)
This metric well behaves at r = r, i.e., it is smooth at this place.
Moreover, define the coordinates (v;  00) given by
v = t; (B.64)
 00 =  0 + f (r+)t; (B.65)
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and then the metric can be rewritten as follows
ds2 =  
"
w(r)
h(r) +
r2
4
h(r)( f (r)   f (r+))2
#
dv2   2k(r)p
h(r)dvdr
+
r2
2
h(r)( f (r)   f (r+))003 dt +
r2
4

k(r)(21 + 22) + h(r)
002
3

: (B.66)
The Killing vector field V = @v becomes null at r = r+ and furthermore, V is hypersurface
orthogonal from V / dr there.
These mean that the hypersurfaces r = r+ is a Killing horizon. Similarly, r = r  is also
a Killing horizon. We should also note that in the coordinate system (v; ;  00; r; ), each
component of the metric form (B.66) is analytic on and outside the black hole horizon.
Hence the spacetime has no curvature singularity on and outside the black hole horizon.
The surface gravity  of the black hole is obtained as
 =
r2+   r2 
r1(r21   r2 )
s
(r21   r2+)
(r21   r2 )
s
r61   a2(q2   2(m + q)r21)
r6+   a2(q2   2(m + q)r2+)
: (B.67)
Next, we investigate the shape of the horizon, especially, the aspect ratio of S2 base space
to the S1 fiber, which characterize the squashing of S3 and is denoted by k(r+)=h(r+). In the
case of k(r+)=h(r+) > 1, the event horizon is called oblate, where the radius of S2 larger
than that of S1. In the case of k(r+)=h(r+) < 1, the event horizon is called prolate, where the
radius of S2 smaller than that of S1. FIG.16 shows the oblate region and the prolate region
in the (m; q)-plane. The shaded region and unshaded region are the oblate region and the
prolate region, respectively. At the boundary of two regions, the ratio is k(r+)=h(r+) = 1,
where the horizon becomes a round S3. Thus unlike the static Kaluza-Klein black hole
solution [1], the horizon admits a prolate shape in addition to a round S3.
Parameters region and absence of CTCs We consider the condition that the spacetime
has non-degenerate horizons and no CTCs outside the horizons.
FIG.15 shows the region of the parameters in a (q;m)-plane. The horizons appear at
r > 0 satisfying w(r) = 0, i.e., the quadratic equation with respect to r2
(r2 + q)2   2(m + q)(r2   a2) = 0: (B.68)
The necessary and sucient condition that this quadratic equation has two dierent roots
within the range of 0 < r2 < r21 is
m > 0; (B.69)
q2 + 2(m + q)a2 > 0; (B.70)
(r21 + q)2   2(m + q)(r21   a2) > 0; (B.71)
(m + q)(m   q   2a2) > 0: (B.72)
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Figure 16: The aspect ratio of the outer horizon.
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As shown in FIG.17, the region satisfying the inequalities (B.69)-(B.72) consist of two
regions:  = f(q;m)j m   q > 2a2; m + q > 0; m <  q + (q + r21)2=(2(r21   a2))g and
0 = f(q;m)j m   q < 2a2; m + q < 0; m >  (q2 + 2a2q)=(2a2)g. However, as will be seen
below, one of the regions 0 is excluded from the requirement for the absence of CTCs
outside the black hole horizon.
The positivity of the components g and g  outside the horizons assures the absence
of CTCs there. Since g is always positive definite outside the horizons, it is sucient to
consider the parameter region such that
g  = h(r) = r
6 + 2a2(m + q)r2   a2q2
r6
> 0 (B.73)
outside the horizons. It is noted that the function h(r) is a monotony increasing function
of r. Hence, as a result, the condition for the absence of CTC outside the outer horizons
is h(r+) > 0. The curve in FIG.17 which enter only the region 0 and has endpoints at the
points (0; 0) and ( a2; a2) denotes h(r+) = 0. Since the function h(r+) takes a maximum
value of a zero in the region 0, it becomes non positive throughout the region 0. In
contrast, it takes positive values in the region . This is why in addition to the inequalities
(B.69)-(B.72), we impose the inequality m + q > 0 on the parameters.
Ergo region In our solutions, an ergo surface is located at r = re(r+ < re < r1) satisfying
the cubic equation with respect to r2
  A2r6 + 4r4   2(aA   2) ((aA   2)(m + q) + 2q) r2 + (aA   2)2q2 = 0; (B.74)
where the constant A is defined by
A =   2a(q
2   (2m + q)r21)
r61   a2(q2   2(m + q)r21)
: (B.75)
In fact, for r2+ < r2 < r21, this equation has a single positive root within the region of
parameters , the boundaries @  = f(q;m) j m + q = 0;  r21  q <  a2g and @+ =
f(q;m) j m  q  2a2 = 0;  a2 < q  r21   2a2g. Thus, there is always an ergo region within
the region of parameters (B.38)-(B.42) and @.
B.2.3 Various limits
r1 ! 1 In the limit of r1 ! 1 with the other parameters fixed, where the size of an
extra dimension becomes infinite, the function k(r) takes the limit of k(r) ! 1. Then
the metric coincides with that of the asymptotically flat solutions obtained by Cvetic.
et.al. [68]. In the specified case of q ! 0, the solution reduces to the five-dimensional
Myers-Perry black hole solution [29] with two equal angular momenta.
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Figure 17: In the region , since h(r+) > 0, the solution has no CTC everywhere outside
the horizon, but in the region 0, since h(r+)  0, it has CTCs outside the horizon. The
curve which enter only the region 0 and has endpoints at the points (0; 0) and ( a2; a2)
denotes h(r+) = 0.
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q ! 0 In the limit of q ! 0, the solution coincides with the one obtained by Gibbons
et.al. [20, 21]. This solutions has only a angular momentum in the direction of an extra
dimension. As mentioned previously, Wang regenerated it [22] via the squashing transfor-
mation for the five-dimensional Myers-Perry black hole solutions.
m !  q Taking the limit of m !  q with introducing new coordinates (t˜; r˜) and the
parameters ( ˜Q;R1; ˜J) defined as
r2 =
4(R21r˜ + R1 ˜Q)
r˜ + R1
; t =
R21
R21   ˜Q
t˜; r21 = 4R21; q =  4 ˜Q; a =  
2 ˜J
˜Q ; (B.76)
we obtain the following metric
ds2 =  H 2
h
dt˜ +
˜J
R21
Hk3
i2
+ Hds2T NUT; (B.77)
where ds2T NUT is the metric on the Euclidean self-dual Taub-NUT space written in the
Gibbons-Hawking coordinate and is given by
ds2T NUT = Hk(dr˜2 + r˜2d
2S 2) + R21H 1k 23: (B.78)
H and Hk are harmonic functions on the three-dimensional Euclid space and are ex-
pressed in the coordinate system as follows
H = 1 +
˜Q
R1r˜
; (B.79)
Hk = 1 +
R1
r˜
: (B.80)
This coincides with the metric of the supersymmetric black hole solutions with a com-
pactified extra dimension on the Euclidean self-dual Taub-NUT space in Ref [32]. This
spacetime has an ergo region. Moreover, in the case of r1 ! 1, the metric can be written
as follows
ds2 =  

1 +
q
R2
 2 
dt   aq
2R2
3
2
+

1 +
q
R2
 h
dR2 + R2d
2S 3
i
; (B.81)
where R2 = r2 + q and d
2S 3 is the metric on a unit three-sphere. This is the metric of the
BMPV black hole solutions written in terms of the Gibbons-Hawking coordinate.
a ! 0 The case of a ! 0 corresponds to the metric of the static non-BPS Kaluza-Klein
black hole solution with squashed horizons [1].
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Figure 18: Various limits: This figure shows the relation between black hole solutions with
asymptotically flatness and Kaluza-Klein black holes. * We consider, here, the Myers-
Perry solution in the special case of two equal angular momenta.
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m ! q + 2a2 In the case of m ! q + 2a2, two horizons degenerate, although this is not
a BPS solution. In this case, the metric can be written in the form
ds2 =    
r4

dt + !
2 
3
2
+
r4

k2dr2 + r
2
4
"
k(21 + 22) +

 
23
#
; (B.82)
where the functions ;  ; ! and k(r) in the metric are given by
 = (r2   (q + 2a2))2; (B.83)
  = r4   2(q + 2a2)r2 + q2; (B.84)
! = a((3q + 4a2)r2   q2); (B.85)
k(r) =

r21   (q + 2a2)
2
(r21   r2)2
: (B.86)
This spacetime has an ergo region. It is noted that from Eq.(B.67), the surface gravity of
the black hole vanishes.
0 ! 0 with  finite Here we consider the limit of 0 ! 0, where the function k(r) !
0. We introduce the new parameters  defined as
 =
r2
r21   r2
0: (B.87)
In terms of r, the constant 0 defined in Eq.(B.44) is written in the form
20 =
(r21   r2+)(r21   r2 )
4r21
: (B.88)
Then, the metric can rewritten and as
ds2 =   ¯VdT 2 + Ud2 + ( + 0)d
2S 2 +W23 + 2HdT3; (B.89)
where T = 20t=r1, and the metric functions ¯V ;U;W, H in Eqs.(B.46)-(B.49) are rewritten
in the form
¯V =
 
1   +

!  
1    

!
  m + q
2r21
 
a
0
!2  
1 +
0

!2
; (B.90)
U =

1 + 0



1   +

 
1    

 ; (B.91)
W =
r61
3   a2( + 0)2(q2( + 0)   2(m + q)r21)
4r412( + 0)
; (B.92)
H =   ( + 0)(r
2
1(2m + q)   q2( + 0)
4r312
 
a
0
!
: (B.93)
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From Eq.(B.87), the following equations holds
r21   r2+ =
r21
+
0;
r21   r2  =
r21
 
0: (B.94)
In order that  are finite in the limit of 0 ! 0, it is necessary that r ! r1. Therefore,
from Eq.(B.60), a pair of parameters (q;m) must take either limit of
(q;m) ! ( r21; r21) (B.95)
or
(q;m) ! (r21   2a2; r21): (B.96)
Furthermore, from Eqs.(B.60) and (B.94), the parameters (q;m) must behave as
(q;m) ' ( r21 + 10 +  220; r21   10 + +220); (B.97)
or
(q;m) ' (r21   2a2   10    220; r21   10 + +220); (B.98)
respectively, where the constants 2 satisfy  2 + +2 = 2 and the constants (1; 2) are
given by
(1; 2) =
 
2(+ +  ); 2(+    )
2
4+    a2
!
: (B.99)
(i) In the case of (q;m) ' ( r21 + 10 +  220; r21   10 + +220), the metric becomes
ds2 =  4(   +)(    )   a
2
42
dT 2 + d
2
1   +

 
1    


+2d
2S 2 +
4+    a2
4
23 + a
p
4+    a2
2
dT3; (B.100)
where the coordinates  and T are transformed as
 !    a(+    )p
+ (4+    a2) T; (B.101)
T !
s
4+ 
4+    a2 T: (B.102)
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A coecient of 23, i.e., the size of the S1 fiber, takes the constant value.
(ii) In the case of (q;m) ' (r21 2a2 10  220; r21 10++220), the metric reduces
to
ds2 =  16
2
+
2
 (   +)(    )   a2(a2   6+ )2
162+2 2
dT 2
+
d2
1   +

 
1    

 + 2d
2S 2 + (4+    a2)(2+  + a2)2162+2  23
+a
a2   6+ 
2+ 
s
(4+    a2)(2+  + a2)2
162+2 
dT3 (B.103)
where the coordinates  and T are transformed as
 !  + r
2
1(2m + q) + q2
r61   a2(q2   2(m + q)r21
ar1
0
T (B.104)
T !
s
163+3 
(4+    a2)(2+  + a2)2 T: (B.105)
The size of the S 1 fiber in this limit also takes the constant value.
When a = 0, both of two limits become four-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m black
hole with a twisted S 1 bundle, where the size of the S1 fiber takes the constant value r1=2
[1].
Finally, introducing the coordinate  ! p4+    a2 =2 in Eq.(B.100), or  !
3
p
4+    a2 =2 in Eq.(B.103), and taking the limit of a2 ! 4+  , we find both metric
are reduced to
ds2 =  
 
1   + +  

!
dt2 + d
2
1   +

 
1    

 + 2d
2S 2 + d 2 + adtd : (B.106)
Moreover, transforming the coordinates as t !  
q
+
+   t 
q
 
+   and  !  
q
 
+   t q
+
+   , we obtain the the metric and the gauge potential:
ds2 =  
 
1   +

!
dt2 + d
2
1   +

 
1    

 + 2d
2S 2 +  1    
!
d 2; (B.107)
A =
p
3
2
p
+  cos d: (B.108)
This coincides with the metric of the magnetically charged black string solution in Ref.
[69].
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B.3 Charged Rotating Black Holes in Squashed Go¨del Universe
Finally, we mention one of the most general solution which represents a charged rotating
black holes in the squashed Go¨del universe. We start from the solution constructed by
Wu [70], which denotes a superposition of the five-dimensional charged Kerr black hole
solution with two equal angular momenta [68] and the five-dimensional Kerr black hole
with two equal angular momenta in the Go¨del universe [71]. In this case, by applying the
squashing transformation to the Wu’s solution [70], we obtain the form of the metric and
the gauge potential one-form as
ds2 =   f dt2   2gdt3 + h23 + k2V 1dr2 +
r2
4
h
k

21 + 
2
2

+ 23
i
; (B.109)
A =
p
3
2
 q
r2
dt +

jr2 + 2 jq   aq
2r2

3

; (B.110)
where
f (r) =1   2m
r2
+
q2
r4
; (B.111)
g(r) =   aq
2
2r4
+ 3 jq + jr2 + a(2m   q)
2r2
; (B.112)
h(r) = (m   q)a
2
2r2
  q
2a2
4r4
+ 3 jqa   j2r2

r2 + 2m + 6q

; (B.113)
V(r) =1   2m
r2
+
8 j(m + q) a + 2 j(m + 2q)
r2
+
2(m   q)a2 + q2
h
1   8(m + 3q) j2   16a j
i
r4
; (B.114)
and the squashing function k(r) is given by
k(r) = r
4
1V(r1) 
r21   r2
2 : (B.115)
The solution (B.109) is specified by five parameters, namely, the mass parameter m,
the charge parameter q, the black hole’s angular momentum parameter a, the Go¨del pa-
rameter j and the squashing parameter r1. When the parameter j vanishes, the forms of
the metric (B.109) and the gauge potential one-form (B.110) reduce to those of the non-
BPS charged rotating Kaluza-Klein black hole solution given by (B.29) and (B.30) in the
previous section B.2. The solution (B.109) reduces to the solution given by Wu [70] in the
r1 ! 1 limit.
As same in the previous section B.2, we consider this solution (B.109) within the range
of r coordinate 0 < r < r1. The curvature singularity exists at r = 0 and the squashing
function k(r) diverges at r = r1 but r1 correspond to the spatial infinity. Indeed, the metric
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(B.109) takes the following asymptotic form at r ' r1,
ds2 '  d¯t2 + dr2 + r2d
2S 2 +
"
r21
4
+ h(r1)
#
¯23; (B.116)
where d
2S 2 = 
2
1 + 
2
2 denotes a metric form of a unit S 2 and introducing new suitable
coordinates  ¯t; ¯ .
In general, this solution (B.109) has two horizons r which satisfy the condition V(r) =
0. The explicit forms of r are given by
r2 = m   4 j(m + q)

a + 2 j(m + 2q)  p; (B.117)
where
 =
h
8 j2(m + q)2   m + q
i h
2fa + 2 j(m + 2q)g2   m   q
i
: (B.118)
We see that when the parameters satisfy the following relations such as
2(m   q)a2 + q2
h
1   8(m + 3q) j2   16a j
i
> 0; (B.119)
r21 > m   4 j(m + q)

a + 2 j(m + 2q) > 0; (B.120)
V(r1) > 0; (B.121)
 > 0; (B.122)
we obtain black hole solutions (B.109) with two horizons r within the region 0 < r  <
r+ < r1. When j = 
p
2(m   q)
. 
4(m + q) or j = h 2a  p2(m + q)i. 4(m + 2q),
there is a degenerate horizon r+ = r .
Further, the physically interesting rotating black hole solutions are those with no closed
timelike curve outside the black hole horizon r+. As done in the previous sections, we
require g  > 0 and det g2D > 0 for r > r+ > 0, where g2D denotes the two-dimensional
(;  ) parts of the metric (B.109). In this case, these two requirements reduce to a single
condition, namely,
r2 + 4h(r) > 0: (B.123)
However, this condition (B.123) is the quartic equation in the variable r2 and its so-
lutions are specified by the four parameters (m; q; a; j). In principle, we can require
that
r2+ + 4h(r+) > 0; (B.124)
in the near horizon region r ' r+, and
r21 + 4h(r1) > 0; (B.125)
in the asymptotic region r ' r1. We must note that, in the case of the limit r1 ! 1, we
can’t require the latter condition (B.125) since the component behaves as
r2 + 4h(r) '   j2r4 < 0 (B.126)
at large r. Thus the solution given by Wu [70] always have a naked closed timelike curve
at the infinity.
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C Measurement of Extra Dimension by Squashed Kaluza-
Klein Black Holes
We apply an five-dimensional squashed Kaluza-Klein black hole solution to the outer re-
gion of the Earth and consider an evaluating of the size of an extra dimension by a mea-
surement of the geodetic eect with the Gravity Probe B experiment.
C.1 Introduction
Brane world scenarios suggest the spacetime has large scale extra dimensions, such as a
sub-millimeter scale. Based on this idea, there are many studies on higher-dimensional
black objects : black holes, black rings and black branes, etc. In these scenarios, one
of the interesting problems is a verification of the size of extra dimensions from physical
phenomena in higher-dimensional spacetimes [72,73]. Especially, we focus on the Gravity
Probe B experiment [74], here.
The Gravity Probe B satellite moves along a stable circular orbit around the Earth and
collects data about two eects, the geodetic eect [75] and the frame dragging eect [76].
We focus on the geodetic eect, which is the leading eect, by the static Schwarzschild
black hole. We expect that the geodetic eect is suered from a correction by the existence
of extra dimensions.
We apply an five-dimensional squashed Kaluza-Klein black hole solution with a com-
pact extra dimension to the outer region of the Earth. We estimate the size of an extra
dimension by the higher-dimensional correction to the geodetic precession angle.
C.2 Kaluza-Klein Black Hole with Squashed Horizon
We start from the five-dimensional Einstein system with the action :
S = 1
16G5
Z
d5x
p gR; (C.1)
where G5 and R are the five-dimensional gravitational constant and the Ricci scalar curva-
ture. From this action, we write down the Einstein equation
R = 0: (C.2)
The vacuum static Kaluza-Klein black hole with a squashed S 3 horizon [1, 20, 21, 52]
is an exact solution of (C.2). The metric is written as
ds2 =  Vdt2 + U

V 1d2 + 2d
2S 2

+

r1
2
2
U 12; (C.3)
where
d
2S 2 = d
2 + sin2 d2;  = d + cos d; (C.4)
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and
V() = 1   +

; U() = 1 + 0

; r21 = 40 (+ + 0) ; (C.5)
with constants + and 0 within the region 0 < +; 0 < 1. The ranges of coordinates are
given by  1 < t < 1; 0 <  < 1; 0    ; 0    2 and 0    4.
This black hole (C.3) is static and has a squashed S 3, a twisted S 1 fiber bundle over a
base space S 2, regular horizon at  = + > 0, which covers up a timelike singularity at
 = 0. The shape of horizon + is oblate, the base space S 2 is larger than the fiber space
S 1.
Asymptotic structure is a locally flat, a twisted constant size S 1 fiber bundle over the
four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, at  = 1. The size of extra dimension is 2r1
at the spatial infinity. Form the action (C.1), we also find a relation between the five-
dimensional gravitational constant, G5, and the four-dimensional one, G4, as
G5 = 2r1G4: (C.6)
We discuss the physical meanings of the parameter 0 in (C.3), shortly. When 0  
then V() becomes more eectively than W() and the function W() is almost constant.
Thus distant observers at 0   <  feel this black hole as the four-dimensional
Reissner-Nordstrom black hole with a constant S 1 fiber, i.e., the geometry locally looks
like the black string. On the other hand, when   0 then the function W() becomes
more eectively than V() near the horizon +. Thus observers at  <   0 feel this
black hole as the five-dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. Therefore, the param-
eter 0 denotes a typical scale between the four-dimensional black hole spacetime and the
five-dimensional one.
Here, we consider the limit for parameters 0 and + with 0 ! 1 and + ! 0 while
0+ ! finite. The metric (C.3) takes the form of the five-dimensional Schwarzschild
black hole for this limit with a coordinate transformation r = 2p0 and rg = 2p0+ as
ds2 =  
"
1  
rg
r
2#
dt2 +
"
1  
rg
r
2# 1
dr2 + r2d
2S 3 ; (C.7)
where
d
2S 3 =
1
4

d
2S 2 + 
2

(C.8)
denotes the metric of the unit S 3. This spacetime (C.7) is an asymptotically flat and is
valid if the gravitational radius is much smaller than the size of an extra dimension.
C.3 Size of Extra Dimension Measured by Geodetic Eect
C.3.1 Geodesics in Higher-dimensional Black Holes
First, we consider timelike geodesics in the five-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole
spacetime with no compactified extra dimension (C.7). We restrict ourselves to a motion in
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an equatorial plane, that is,  = =2, then the geodesic equation and the eective potential
with a proper time  become 
dr
d
!2
= E2S   VS; (C.9)
VS(r) =
"
1  
rg
r
2# "
1 +
LS
r
2#
; (C.10)
where
ES =
"
1  
rg
r
2# dt
d; (C.11)
LS =
r2
2
s 
d
d
!2
+
 
d 
d
!2
(C.12)
are the energy and the total angular momentum of a particle, respectively [77]. A typical
shape of an eective potential VS with LS = 2:1rg is drawn in the left of Figure 19. We find
that there is no stable circular orbit and this spacetime (C.7) does not give any description
around the Earth.
Next, we consider timelike geodesics in the five-dimensional squashed Kaluza-Klein
black hole spacetime with a compact extra dimension (C.3). We can restrict ourselves to a
motion in an equatorial plane,  = =2, as before, and we assume that there is no motion
toward the extra direction. Then the geodesic equation and the eective potential with a
proper time  are given by  
d
d
!2
=

E2   VKK
  
1 +
0

! 1
; (C.13)
VKK() =
 
1   +

! "
1 +
L2
 ( + 0)
#
; (C.14)
where
E =
 
1   +

!
dt
d; (C.15)
L =  ( + 0) dd (C.16)
denote the energy and the angular momentum of a particle, respectively. A typical shape of
an eective potential VKK with L = 2:1+ and 0 = 10 2+ is given in the right of Figure
19. It is easy to see there is a stable circular orbit at the local minimum of an eective
potential.
Thus, we apply the metric (C.3) with a condition 0  + as a spacetime around the
Earth and consider the higher-dimensional correction appears in the geodetic precession
eect. Here, the mass of this black hole is given by
M =
+
2G4
: (C.17)
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Figure 19: Eective potentials for a particle moving around the five-dimensional
Schwarzschild black hole spacetime (C.10) with LS = 2:1rg (left) and around the five-
dimensional squashed Kaluza-Klein black hole spacetime (C.14) with L = 2:1+ and
0 = 10 2+ (right).
C.3.2 Geodetic Precession
We regard an axes of a gyroscope of the Gravity Prove B satellite as a spacelike spin-
vector S  which is parallely transported along a timelike geodesic with a five-velocity
u = dx=d where  denotes a proper time of the satellite.
We consider the geodesic equation for u,
uru = 0; (C.18)
the parallel transporting equation of S  along u,
urS  = 0; (C.19)
and the orthogonality condition between u and S ,
uS  = 0: (C.20)
Here, we set the following assumptions for u and S . First, we restrict ourselves to a
stable circular orbit in an equatorial plane with a condition  = =2, i.e.,
u = u = 0: (C.21)
Next, we assume the matter is confined in a  = const. plane, i.e.,
u = S  = 0: (C.22)
With these assumptions, we can write down the five-velocity u of the satellite for a
stable circular orbit with a radius R in a five-dimensional squashed Kaluza-Klein black
hole spacetime (C.3) as
1
ut
=
s
1   3R + 20
2R + 0
+
R
; (C.23)
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u =
ut
R
r
+
2R + 0
; (C.24)
u = u = u = 0; (C.25)
where u is normalized as uu =  1.
Suppose the spin-vector S  is initially oriented in a radial -direction at  = 0. Then
we get an expression of S , which is normalized as S S  = 1, as
S t = Ct sin (
) ; (C.26)
S  = C cos (
) ; (C.27)
S  =
C
R
sin (
) ; (C.28)
S  = S  = 0; (C.29)
where Ct; C; C and 
 are given by
Ct = ut
s
+(R + 0)
(R   +)(2R + 0) ; (C.30)
C = 
s
R   +
R + 0
; (C.31)
C = ut
s
R   +
R + 0
; (C.32)

 =
p
+(2R + 0)
2R(R + 0) : (C.33)
During one orbital period,  goes from 0 to 2 and a proper time  goes from 0 to
 f = 2=u, the geodetic precession angle  raises from a dierence between these two
angular displacements,  and 
, as
 =

 f   2 = 2
 


u
  1
! : (C.34)
Thus we obtain the geodetic precession angle in a weak-field limit as follows
4 = 44D (1 + ) + O

R 2

; (C.35)
where
44D = 3G4MR (C.36)
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is the predicted value by the four-dimensional Einstein theory and
 =
 
r1
2
p
6G4M
!2
(C.37)
is the higher-dimensional correction. We can estimate the size of an extra dimension by a
measurement of a dierence of the geodetic eect from 44D.
Even if, the result of the Gravity Probe B measurement gives the predicted value
44D = 6:6144 arcsec/yr with an expected accuracy of 0:5 marcsec/yr, this accuracy of an
observation gives an upper limit of the size of an extra dimension as j2r1j < 1 mm.
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